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Cultural Analysis of the Karakuwa Fishing Community in Japan and Fishermen's
Reforestation Movement

CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this study I have done ethnographic research at the Karakuwa fishing community in

Japan to understand their traditional knowledge and how it has changed corresponding to

environmental degradation and other effects under post-war modernization.

Surrounded by ocean, fisheries in Japan have been a primary industry of great

importance in coastal areas, contributing to regional economic development. Being scattered

throughout the country, the fishing communities make a vital contribution to the preservation

of local traditional culture in the form of fish-eating habits, festivals, customs and manners.

Japanese fisheries are, however, confronted with a number of problems, including the decline

of fish resources in waters which surround the country and the declining trends in catches as a

result of deterioration of oceanic environments and depression in the industry. In addition, the

decrease in the number of fishermen and their increasing average age pose serious problems,

affecting the production-structure. The fishery employment of about 790,000 in 1953 dropped

to 270,000 in 2000, half of which is composed of fishermen who are more than sixty years

old.

With such declining trends in Japanese fisheries, cultural revitalization movements

have been attempted by several groups of fishermen throughout the nation. Some of them are

backed by Fishery Cooperative Associations. These revitalization movements are an

embodiment of a traditional value respecting nature that has been held by the local fishermen

for centuries. Also, they are considered as a symbolic activity to resurrect a natural resource

user's vision of nature, which emphasizes the connectedness of all parts of nature including
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humans. In the specific revitalization movement studied here, the activists insist on the

fishermen's knowledge of the connection between the forest and the coastal fishing ground

through a river. The forest nurtures the coastal environment by providing nutrients that flow

into a river after rain. Groups of fishermen, together with volunteers from cities, reforest a

patch of a mountain nearby or a shoreline forest by planting seedlings. Continuing more than

ten years now, these activities have become well known as a cultural revitalization movement

in Japan.

The objective of this study is to demonstrate how significant it is to know the insiders'

point of view and their cultural values when we try to understand the relationship between

humans and nature. The fishermen's movement seems to be strongly motivated by their

cultural values and beliefs. By studying what kind of traditional knowledge the Karakuwa

fishermen have utilized to support the fishermen's reforestation activities and what has been

dismissed, we can understand the insiders' point of view and we can gain insight into the

process of value transformation that takes place side by side with actual environmental

degradation and economic changes inflicted on the local fishermen. This thesis explains a

unique cultural process by which the local people synthesize the values they place on nature

with their local traditions to suit the conditions of the modem industrial world. It also

describes how ephemeral such traditional knowledge and values are, and how they can affect

environmental activities and people's behavior. My ethnographic study contributes to the

local people in the Karakuwa fishing community as a source of cultural information to extend

their knowledge about their indigenous identity and to further their understanding of how they

are revitalizing their traditional culture in relation to the current globalization of the world.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

Human history is a rich fabric that has been woven of numerous encounters with

people who possess different technologies and ideas. Thus, we can find enormous variation in

people and culture. The unstoppable process of the diffusions and fusions of different cultures

cause either rapid or gradual changes to any insiders. The process endlessly repeats itself.

Today, the encounter with outsiders and the flow of ideas and technology take place in every

sphere of human interaction at an incredible speed and in even more complicated ways than

ever before. Every human being is simultaneously an observer, a participant, and a facilitator

of the interactions and changes brought by these encounters. In this dynamic world, it is hard

to maintain a cultural status quo for a long time.

Under such circumstances, people become conscious of the differences in not only

their visible appearances, but also intangible aspects of the people such as beliefs, thoughts,

and languages. The cognition of the difference results in making a distinction between insider

and outsider. For decades, cultural anthropologists and many other scholars in related field

have dedicated their intelligence and effort to pondering what these differences are, we

generally identify these as cultural difference. Franz Boas, who is known as a father of

American anthropology, devoted his intelligence and his life to developing field methodology

to do ethnographic study on different ways of life. He established a school of thought, known

as a cultural relativism or a historical particularism. There is no universally valid measurement

to evaluate beliefs and practices of other cultures; therefore, they can only be understood
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relative to their local context. The curiosity toward others and knowing them seem to be not

only a formal diplomatic necessity, but also genuine human desire.

The notion of the cultural relativism that Boaz advocated remains a significant

perspective for understanding different cultures in the world today. The idea emphasizes

knowing the "insider's point of view," which is also called emic perspective. In addition,

there is another attempt to understand a culture, which is called etic, an outsider's perspective.

The two terms, emic and etic, were coined in 1954 by the missionary-linguist Kenneth Pike

(McGee and Warms 1996: 285). Methodologically, anthropologists rely on the two

perspectives as tools they utilize for the investigation of their informants. By collecting emic

statements that are the natives' point of view of their world, anthropologists try to articulate

the emic mode of culture, which is "culture-bound" (McGee & Warms 1996: 285). To conduct

the emic understanding, the researchers use skills such as "creative insights, imaginative

interpretation, and soul-borne empathy, analytic tools traditionally associated with the arts and

humanities" (ibid. 1996:2). On the other hand, the etic view is the outsiders' perspective,

which is based on empirical investigation. According to McGee and Warms definition, it is

the investigators' attempt to find a grounded theory or "generalizations that are cross-

culturally valid using methods of investigation that can be verified and replicated by anyone

using a similar investigative process" (1996: 285).

However, the two perspectives: emic and etic, are claimed as often being insufficient

to comprehend indigenous knowledge and practices of people in different cultures. Some

criticize the emic statements are mere art form or claimed as "soaked in" romanticism. It is

viewed as strictly a researcher's personal account, which there is no way to replicate

(Edgerton 1992). On the other hand, the etic statements may overlook the humanity and

ideological aspects of a culture that form a core of what makes us humans.
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Kirsch, in his writing of the "Lost Worlds" indicates the transient nature of natural

resource users' culture and indigenous knowledge (1K), and problems arising from the two

different perspectives of the emic and etic. He also articulates that local people had difficulty

in expressing and identifying their "lost property" through environmental disasters.

Especially, identifying their 1K or cultural property was a very complicated process because it

largely consisted of cultural knowledge that is an inseparable existence between material and

ideological parts. Local people's sense of loss from damages on their local land and resources

by oil spills, nuclear radiation, deforestation, and all sorts of toxic impacts, is taken as

dramatically different from the two perspectives.

With emic statements, we understand that local people view the environmental

disaster as directly connecting with their "cultural loss," which means not only including of

the loss of their material world, but also their ideology, history, kinship system and local

knowledge. For example, the native people, who lost their homeland by the American nuclear

weapon testing around the area of the Marshall Islands, claim for "loss of land and all its

cultural meanings, loss of a way of life that had been passed down from ancestors, loss of

social interactions leading to the ongoing viability of society, the loss of the basis of

indigenous belief systems and loss of the right to self-determination" (Pollock, 1999). The 1K,

or local culture, represents the people's special tie with nature. In other words, "indigenous

knowledge is very much local knowledge in the sense that it is closely linked to the specific

environment" (Kirsch 2001:173). This knowledge cannot be reduced to bits and pieces of

datum, which scientists literally carry them out to test its universal applicability and its

usefulness in an artificial situation (Kirsch 2001, Ellen 1998). Moreover, the local knowledge

has been maintained through many generations with practical training and teaching to young

people. It has been inherited through one's actual experience of a particular 1K for many

generations.



However, the loss of materials such as locally unique plants and animals affects

whose teaching resulted in ineffective and limited because the indigenous knowledge of

craftsmanship do not call itself into existence. To make the 1K meaningful to the local people,

operationally, physical presence of both the people and material of the crafting are necessary.

From Kirsch' s study, his native informant in Enewetack responded:

The real loss was the whole generation of young men who have grown up
without the ability to practice under the most skilled of these men who knew
how to shape a canoe properly.... Enewetack canoe is quite unique. I do not
know.. .if there is a possibility of re-developing those skills (Kirsch
2001:173).

The emic statement reminds us of the "effective intergenerational transmission of knowledge"

(ibid.2001:174), which should be obtained through actual experiences. Kirsch comments that

such knowledge is reproduced through actual usage of the materials and their experiences; as a

result, it depends on continued access to land and resources.

"Women on Enewetak no longer teach their daughters how to weave mats
because the necessary varieties of pandanus are unavailable, and men no
longer teach their nephews and sons how to build sailing canoes because they
do not have the raw materials. Already the knowledge of how to construct
and maintain the long distance sailing canoes of Enewetak, unique in design
may have been forgotten" (Nuclear Claims Tribunal 1999a).

The indigenous knowledge is considered difficult to pass onto the next generation without the

local indispensable substances, sometimes referring to the land itself.

From the etic perspective, the outsiders tend to assert that these emic-claims are

uncertain and speculative since the loss seems to be something unseen and extra contexts that

are considered as more than the basic human subsistence needs such as shelter, food, and

medical supply. According to Posey (1990:95), "How can traditional knowledge be defended

and valued within a native society when, in fact, such knowledge offers little economic benefit

to indigenous groups caught in the economic maze of consumerism and basic survival?" The

etic perspective is often utilized for defending and supporting pro-economic opinion.



Moreover, people who have or create the etic statements are usually of high status

such as experts from some field of study, governmental authorities, and scientists. An example

in Kirsch's writing is a courtroom debate about the impact of the 1989 Exxon Valdez oil spill

in Alaska. In this case, Judge Holland rejected including compensation to the indigenous

cultural loss based on the view that culture is "deeply embedded in the mind and the heart and

therefore undiminished by external events such as environmental disaster" (Kirsch 2001:171).

Thus, in this case, a culture is defined as a dynamic and adjustable "process that continually

undergoes change rather than something which can be damaged or lost." From etic

statements, the basic subsistence level of human needs tend to be emphasized because the

notion is logically considered as a priority in a case of accident and also it is easy to apply

monetary values for the sake of compensation. However, these basic human needs are only a

part of the whole culture. Moreover, the rational understanding of a culture turns out to show

ignorance of the emic perspectives that may express actual needs of the local people. Kirsch

thinks that value of the 1K should not be diminished because it is neither speculative nor

imaginary.

However, because of the etic statements that are based on a materialistic point of

view, we become conscious that the cultural knowledge is not independent of a limitation

imposed on the material world. Again, here is a citation from Kirsch's writing:

When we talk about cultural loss.. .are we to some extent faced with a Humpty
Dumpty situation where the pieces are broken and in some respects [it will
not] be possible to put Humpty Dumpty back together again. To the extent
that the claim is that there has been a loss of culture, to what extent is the cure
going to be worse than the sickness? Culture changes and accommodation
have to be made between the old and the new. Where do you see the balance
(between the reality and ideal)? (Nuclear Claims Tribunal 1999a in Kirsch:
177).

A large portion of the indigenous knowledge is gone with the loss of physical environment

and particular cultural substances. In a society in which people formulate their knowledge

through oral and narrative way, the local people may lose most part of their knowledge



without successors and the local physical environment. To regain the original cultural

knowledge after the loss seems impossible.

From the ernie understanding of a culture, we may fall into an abyss of cultural

relativism without any adequate measurement to comprehend the local knowledge, which is

often indescribable in the outsiders' terminology with limited experience in the local area.

Reducing such complexity of human culture to some extent by using the etic perspective does

not help people to see things more clearly or to find perfect solutions. Instead, it leads us to

never ending political and legal discussions over definitions of a culture and the value

conflicts among interest groups (Ginsburg 2000). Therefore, the definition of a culture is such

an important issue. First, a cultural loss is caused by unwanted external interventions such as

"impositions by major powers, colonial powers that exerted their power over minority, states

to achieve... [their] goals, both economic and strategic" (Pollock 1999). Secondly, if a culture

is continuously regarded as transient and speculative, the insider's cultural views and values

(local knowledge) will be ignored and undervalued as miscellaneous things and its knowledge

will be forgotten through time. The unique insider's view and their 1K accompanying their

technology will be quietly dismissed.

Theories of the etic perspectives

Further to the debate on the importance of defining a culture, there are theoretical

attempts in anthropology to view the indigenous people and their culture from an extremely

etic point of view. Among these theories, cultural ecology (Steward 1955, White 1943,

Murdock 1950) remains as an important perspective that is based on the exclusion of the

symbolic ideological part of a culture and explaining it from a rigid material standpoint.

Many works done by the advocates of the cultural ecology seem to be successful in

articulating and explaining a pattern of human behavior in a culture, which contains enormous



variations in accordance with each individual's belief and practice, through empirical

investigations of real life process of human adaptation to a particular environment. Generally,

the successful outcome is a formation of a model that signifies the local people's life and

behavioral patterns in accordance with their interactions with surrounding environment.

Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels describe human social coherence and motivation in

terms of a concrete material relationship, although they are criticized on their lack of empirical

investigation of real life. Their materialistic philosophy views a society from a core subsistent

activity, which becomes the basis for forming ideology such as religion, ethics, belief and all

the other intangible things. These ideologies are fundamentally "bound to labor"(McGee and

Warm 1996:54). According to Marx and Engels, what makes us different from animals is an

act of producing something through labor, "a mode of production" (Marx and Engels 1846),

which is determined by material environment. "What they are coincides with their production,

both with what they produce and with how they produce" (Marx and Engels 1846: 55). The

mode of production, which includes technology and natural resources, makes up the basis of

who we are. A socio-cultural ideology itself is accompanied by the mode of production. It has

"no history, no development; but men, developing their material production and their material

intercourse, alter, along with this their real existence, their thinking and the products of their

thinking. Life is not determined by consciousness, but consciousness by life" (Ibid. 58). The

subsistence activity synthesizes a radiance of a culture around its core, which is labor in the

theory of Marx and Engles, and that is why a culture or its context changes through time either

slowly or rapidly with changes in material and social conditions. Here we see that some

notions of the 1K or local knowledge belong to the ideological part that is generated by the

mode of production. This theory provides some keys to answer the question such as why the

traditional belief and knowledge that has existed for hundreds of years are diminished or

changed so rapidly. Along with an introduction of new technology, local people also form or
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import new cultural ideology as a process of accommodation to the new situation, which is

usually imposed by outsiders' interests such as various developing projects, marketing, natural

conservation, and so on (Berkes 1987).

Another strictly etic analysis was done by Marvin Hams who provided a "statistical

portrait of Indian society" (McGee and Warm: 1996 286). He relies exclusively on statistics

rather than interpretive emic data because his perspective is based on Marxism. For example,

in his article "The Cultural Ecology of India's Sacred Cattle"(1966), he argues that the Hindu

prohibition on killing cattle is not an irrational behavior as Westerners tend to think, but

emerges out of a rational economic reason rather than just following the religious doctrine

(McGee and Warm 1996). He demonstrates ultimate long-term survival benefits for people

who do not eat cows with his explanation of the Indian cattle management style as "an

adaptive process of the ecological system of which they are a part" (Hams 1966: 283).

During the periodic droughts and famine, the Indian farmers would rather eat their cows than

starve, but they know that slaughtering their cows for meat means only to get short

satisfaction. The local farmers will starve if they eat the cows, which are as important as the

tractors for the U.S farmers (Harris 1966). In other words, to describe all ambiguous and

symbolic cultural practices and beliefs of the emic perspectives, Harris applies a concept of the

adaptation (co-evolution), which is the etic perspective, to a model explaining the reason for

the Indian cow worshiping practice and belief. He sees that existing cultural practices and

beliefs offer some advantages in increasing the Indian people's survival, and each cultural

practice uniquely suits the demands of a particular environment such as annual drought and

heavy rainstorm of the monsoon climate.

Another enlightening analysis has been done by Roy A. Rappaport to understand a

local community's systematic regulation based on his ethnographic study of the Tesembaga

Maring, in his writing, the Pigs for the Ancestors (1967). Some argue that Rappaport is not the
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"extremely etic" scholar because he initially attempted with the emic perspective to figure

out the local people's seemingly complicated beliefs and practices, and then he came out with

his etic model of homeostatic feedback mechanism to explain a systematic function of the

local culture.

Rapapport further developed what had been done by his predecessors such as White

and Steward's environmental (material) determinism in the 1960s' so called ecological

anthropology that emphasizes the active interaction between nature and human. It is

influenced by the science of ecology, general systems theory, and cybernetics (Mcgee and

Warm 1996, Kottack 1999). In this view, cultural institutions, including belief system and

ideology, function as feedback mechanisms to maintain a local people's productivity to a level

that does not upset its carrying capacity. Hence, a society is homeostatic. Rapapport

describes the Tesembaga tribe with a dynamic ecosystem model developed from data of

caloric consumption of the people. He concludes that their sacrifice of pigs (kaiko ritual of

killing pigs) is a feedback mechanism that regulates the ecological relationship among people,

pigs, local food supplies, and warfare (Rapport 1967). His attempt is an important step to see

a culture as a means of adaptation to environments. Cultural practices are viewed as

optimizing human adaptation without upsetting a carrying capacity of the local environment.

These etic statements, although they emphasize a rigid standpoint in objective study of

a culture, sometimes reveal a myopic view of a culture (Dolmatoff 1996). First, there would

be no pure objectivity and scientific empiricism achieved by the etic cultural analysis. Thus,

no matter what methodologies are used, these cultural analyses remain assumptions. They are

neither absolute truth nor universally applicable. Secondly, the emphasis on adjustability of

cultural traits may become a decoy to comprehend reality since the idea gives us some

delusions that it may look like everything functions as a positive effect on a society. Even if
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some cultural practices are malfunctioning in the middle of diminishing process, some still

believe the practice as a long-term benefit to the community.

It is true that some folk societies have been relatively harmonious, and some
still are, but life in smaller and simpler societies has not been free of human
discontent and suffering. In fact, some small populations have been unable to
cope with the demands of their environments, and others have lived in apathy,
conflict, fear, hunger, and despair. Nevertheless, the belief persists, that
small-scale societies are better adapted to their ecological circumstances than
we are (Edgerton 1992:12).

Therefore, the notion of positive adaptation of cultural practices and beliefs causes

sentimental understanding in which one might view the traditional practices as sincere

wisdom. Some conclude the traditional beliefs and practices as "the best way" to support an

ideal society that contemporary societies have not achieved and offered (Dolmatoff 1996).

Roy Ellen, an ecological anthropologist, argues about the difficulties of "blanket endorsement

of local knowledge as an appropriate means of achieving sustainable development" (Ellen

2001:163). He says that the difficulties are generated by enthusiastically to believe the 1K as

ideal models of sustainable living, universally transferable solutions, moral and generally

applicable pieces of (scientific) information'.

In addition, a formation of the model, which is based on the etic perspective, may be

labeled as out-dated because a culture may have changed or shifted to a new mode of life,

when anthropologists complete their cultural analysis (Trend 1978). Therefore, the model may

cause miscomprehensions to others.

Moreover, from the etic perspective, one cannot describe a whole picture of

understanding a culture under a continuously transitional state. The etic perspectives

encourage us to view humans as completely governed by material limitations and led by

'As a reason for this teleological thinking, Ellen points out that the romanticism came out of the 1960s

counter-cultural ideas that traditional and indigenous peoples are in idyllic harmony with nature.
Richards comments that ironically the romanticism ends up producing "technologically-minded people"
who think the 1K as something out-mode and need to be replaced, and "anthropological romantics" who
celebrate them all (Richards 1989: 61).
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mechanistic behavior. In reality, a culture is intertwined in both human beliefs and

subsistence activities, which deal with material world through labor. Through the etic

perspectives, humans are considered as rational and mechanistic being that is motivated by

seeking efficiency, which is defined as an ability to produce maximum output (Richards

1989). By obscuring the importance of the emic statements of people's values and beliefs as a

go-between of material environment and its users, a simple minded mechanic human is cited

as a 'normal' human model in many well-known etic theories without touching any notion of

complexity of humans as an individual and a member of a society (McGoodwin 1976, Berkes

1987, Bennet 1993, Feeny et al 1990).

Tragedy of the Commons offers an important example that indicates the significance

of emic views that tend to be overlooked by multidisciplinary collections of scholars due to

their enthusiastic academic curiosity to find a grand theory that is expressed as a simplified

model, which is based on the etic perspective. In 1968, one of the outstanding simplified

models of resource management was published in a paper, "The Tragedy of the Commons"

written by Garret Hardin, then a professor of biology at the University of California at Santa

Barbara and respected teacher (Steiguer 1997). His essential idea is described with a

metaphor of common property resource management that indicates a massive degradation

cannot be avoided. Hardin views resource users as having a lack of self-control over

individual behavior, being incapable of finding alternative rules to apply, and reacting

mechanistically; this eventually causes an overexploitation of resources to which he refers to

as the "tragedy." To HaLrdin, humans seemed quite powerless.

Feeny and his co-authors argue in their article published in 1990 that the Garret

Hardin's "Tragedy of the Commons" is "insightful, but incomplete" (Feeny et al 1990: 61).

The overly simplified model shows a lack of emic perspective from users whose responses to

the ecological pressure (over the carrying capacity) have enormous variations and flexibility.
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Therefore, the tragedy may not occur because cultural regulations and knowledge on usage

of a communal property has existed among local users' groups formally or informally for a

long time (McGoodwin 1976). People do not act mechanistically showing "all or none" types

of reactions; rather, they tend to respond in complicated ways that are derived from their own

cultural beliefs and practices.

For example, Japanese coastal fisheries historically had a long held communal-

property systems hundreds of years ago (Edo period). Formally, the fishing communities

continue to maintain exclusive fishing rights in coastal areas, called gisaki system2.

Informally, each fisherman watches over any violation or intrusion by outsiders with an

extremely heightened sense of awareness. Sometimes, they use threats and violence

(Tomiyama 1976). Therefore, "people are not helpless but are able to organize, to monitor

resource use by members, to allocate use rights among members, and to adjust aggregate

utilization levels to maintain sustainable use of the resource. . .under the appropriate

circumstances, voluntary collective action is feasible and effective"(Feeny, Berkes, and

Acheson 1990: 60). Thus, the simplified model of the etic perspectives has some risks of

misinterpreting a situation by neglecting the inner perspectives of people.

Further, another example of neglecting emic views with over-simplified etic views has

to do with sustainable development. The introduction of sustainable development, which aims

at "culturally appropriate, ecologically sensitive, self-generating change,"(Kottack 1999:26) to

a local resource users' group has few clear cases of actual success because the local people's

real needs are usually not "sustainable" ones, but more proximate and urgent. In this case, the

2 The usage of the common was relative to the local context. Generally, the exclusive right holders
were basically all fishing villagers and the exclusive common fishing ground was within the area
extended seaward from the coast to about 500m. Area outside of this was shared with everyone who
wanted to use it. The boundaries between adjacent village's fishing grounds were to be a straight
extension of the village boundaries (Karakuwa Fishery Report 2000).
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scheme of the "sustainable development" indicates the simplified model of the etic

perspective. According to Kottack:

People usually want to change just enough to keep what they have. Motives
for modifying behavior come from the traditional culture and the small
concerns of ordinary life.. .Instead, their objectives are down-to-earth and
specific ones. The goals and values of subsistence producers may at times
differ from those of people who produce cash, just as they differ from the
intervention philosophy of development planners (Kottack 1999:34).

Although the simplified etic model is created in accordance with sound management both

culturally and economically, the model would mislead people unless they put ingenious efforts

into listening to the emic statements and views of the people. According to Kottack, many

development projects end up unsuccessfully because of the lack of emic research. Therefore,

a complementary approach of including both etic and emic perspectives will be ideal.

Further need of the emic analysis

Under the effects of the world globalization, some think that the emic understanding is

essential because numerous indigenous groups and local communities in a state system have

been struggled to identify their own cultural heritage and locality. Globalization hastens the

process of diffusions and fusions of different cultures along with technological development in

telecommunications, transportations, and transnational corporations. Therefore, each culture

does not exist in total isolation. The interconnected world promotes cultural homogeneity in

which "as cultural boundaries dissolve and fundamentally Western understandings and

attitudes become dominant, more and more people are conversing in the universal language of

popular culture" (Smith Ct al. 2000: 2). Through the globalization process, geographic

boundaries that formerly shaped a people's understandings of themselves and local world are

collapsing (Battiste 2000). Because of globalization, many indigenous people, approximately

350 million in the world (Smith et al. 2000), have experienced growing feelings of insecurity

and loss of identity. In the current world, the emic perspective is a proactive strategy to
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reconcile various frictions caused by different interests groups, all of which resides together

in the "borderless" world.

In addition, some believe that the emic understanding is a suitable approach to

comprehend a culture as both transitional and ambiguous at the same time. Some scholars

point out the limitation of investigating the indigenous knowledge with a scientific (etic)

approach because the 1K is not some separable piece of information, rather it is interwoven

into a local cultural contexts for the local people's sake and it is a whole package of people,

nature, technology, and ideology (Ellen 2001, Richard 1989). Particularly, local cultural

knowledge may contain an inexplicable quality that is mainly carried at the level of each

individual, although it is consciously shared as a common knowledge among natives (Cohen

1986). Henderson gives details of the inexplicable quality of 1K as: "It is not a description of

reality but an understanding of the processes of ecological change and ever-changing insights

about diverse patterns or styles of flux" (Henderson 2000: 265).

While the "insider's knowledge" seems almost impossible to convey to outsiders so

they can comprehend it at the same level as the natives (Tomiyama 1974), with the emic

perspective, the process of reducing the gap between the comprehension of insiders and

outsiders may be speeded up to a great extent. Between the insiders and the outsiders, which

could also be expressed as indigenous and non-indigenous people (Smith et al. 2000), there

are numerous significant differences in formulation of knowledge. According to Smith and

co-authors, the differences are "between oral and written, narrative and definitive, practical

and canonical, fluid and fixed" (Smith et al. 2000: 11). Indigenous knowledge is based on oral

traditions, multivalent, and rarely definitive. On the other hand, in the non-indigenous

knowledge system, definite representations of reality is valued the most, and it is based on a

written tradition that focuses on an essence of things and phenomena in accordance with

describing what it 'is' (Henderson 2000, Smith et al. 2000). To fill the gap between the two
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different knowledge systems, knowing the insider's point of view is essential because the

definitiveness in the etic perspective (scientific approach) has a risk of "excluding or ignoring

other areas and possibilities of knowledge which do not fall within the selective criteria of

Western science" (Ellen 2001: 168). Therefore, the emic perspective needs to be incorporated

into understanding 1K as well.

Understanding indigenous knowledge

In order to understand 1K properly, connection between an ecosystem and indigenous

knowledge may need to be considered. Lansing, who did ethnographic study on a cooperative

behavior among Balinese farmers, makes a distinction between "external nature," which has

no human intervention, and "humanized nature," which has been shaped by human intention.

To understand the 1K properly, we need to consider the humanized nature that is created

through local people's "stochastic process of each generation's conscious design" (Lansing

and Kremer 1993:112). Lansing also points out that a cultural institution or management is

shaped through "stochastic process of co-adaptation" of various individual performers and

fields. To be able to produce food to the optimum extent, the local people have intentionally

adjusted to be "cooperative," which is derived out of the people's ongoing negotiations and

reformations in interaction between the people and their surrounding environment.

Considering the relationship between the 1K and the humanized nature, Ellen suggests that the

essential characteristics of 1K are: 1) it is strictly local; 2) it is "orally transmitted or

transmitted through imitation and demonstration"; 3) it is the "consequences of practical

engagement in everyday life, and is constantly reinforced by experience and trial and error";

4) it is "empirical rather than theoretical knowledge"; 5) it is "fluid, constantly changing,

being created as well as replicated, discovered as well as lost"; and 6) it is shared among

natives (Ellen 2001:163).



Clearly, every ecosystem reflects human interaction with nature, including every

chemical and physical reaction in nature and cultural factors are added to the human-nature

interactions via feedback mechanisms. This relationship is best described with the example of

the arms race. Both human and natural environment are moving and changing entities

throughout time; what humans have done is to keep running just to stay on the same place.

Moreover, according to Henderson, the "web of interconnectedness" of an ecosystem is a

"never-ending source of wonder to the Aboriginal mind and to other forces that contribute to

the harmony" (Henderson 2000: 265). Kottak explains the cultural and ecological flux using

an example of the Romer' s Rule of emergence of terrestrial organism that the "systems take a

series of increments of small steps to maintain themselves, and they gradually change"

(Kottak 1999:33). With a cultural intention in our minds, humans have slowly or rapidly

changed the ecosystem itself into a culturally desirable shape varying at a time and a place,

which is quite arbitrary. Hence, the 1K is a way of knowing one's environment. That is why

the 1K is heavily culture-bound and remains ambiguous.

One of the reasons for the 1K qualifying as ambiguous is that indigenous people

regard an experience as a crucial way to acquire knowledge because it is the way to determine

personal skills and patterns in the ecosystem. The experiences are focused on helping one

understand nature and its complicated systems of relationships and interdependence (Battiste

2000). Therefore, a large part of indigenous knowledge is composed of numerous accounts of

personal experiences and understandings through one's senses and instincts. Henderson

explains indigenous learning as; "It requires learning languages and the diverse realms and

forces contained within and beyond language" (Henderson 2000: 266). The realms "beyond

language" results in the ambiguity of the 1K.

By defining the 1K as "performer's knowledge," Paul Richards emphasizes that

indigenous people develop their knowledge and skills through series of their actual
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performances, which take place 'in time' and 'in place,' not a rehearsal. The knowledge is

not derived from logically constructed experiments tested in artificial settings; rather it is a

result of serious attempts and sequential adjustments to unpredictable conditions. Richards

explains the "performer's knowledge" as: "a set of improvisational capacities called forth by

the needs of the moment" and "sequential adjustment to unpredictable conditions" (Richards

1989: 67).

Further, Richards focuses on the essentiality of human improvisational capacities in

an indigenous knowledge system. Through his research on small-scale farmers in African

tropics who lived in "appalling" and rapidly deteriorating conditions in both environment and

economy, he realized that "even to reproduce the status quo is oftentimes a brilliantly

innovative achievement" (Richards 1989: 70). Outsiders, who are not native "performers,"

tend to undervalue the improvisational capacity to keep going under difficulties; however, the

capacities are skilled achievements. The indigenous knowledge is a sort of historical record of

bad and good years and many corrections of their methods just to keep their status quo. No

matter how prepared people (i.e. farmers, fishers, musicians, etc.) are to do (play) well on their

performance (i.e.farming, fishing, playing instruments), when they face obstacles in the harsh

reality such as bad weather, ups and downs in a market price movement, and pollution, their

condition suddenly seems different. That is the moment that improvisational capacities are

called for. To prepare well for the 'unknown future events,' performers need additional skills

such as "how to overcome nerves, how to avoid panic, and how to recover from mistakes"

(Richards 1989: 69). Richards continues as: "No one, however talented, plays perfectly all the

time. The capacity to keep going, and to avoid complete breakdown, is always an important

'musical' skill, however hard to define or teach" (Richards 1989: 69). The improvisational

capacities of humans are an integral part on the 1K system in which each individual shows his



or her own capacities of recovering quickly from hardships and mistakes and going on to

survive.

In other words, the indigenous knowledge is considered as a coping skill required

under conditions of frequent uncertainties and unknown obstructions with improvisational

intentions. For instance, Malinowski's interpretation of fishing in the Trobriand Islands and

its magic indicates such coping skills to secure safety and good results for the community.

There are no magic rituals performed for the lagoon fishing, where fishermen fish relying only

their knowledge, while in the open-sea fishing, full of unknown and danger, all sorts of magic

rituals are performed for their safety (Malinowski 1948). In other words, magic is "pro-active

performance therapy" (Richards 1989: 70).

The indigenous knowledge does not appear to be always in noticeable form like a

ritual; rather, it is experienced internally in each individual's mind and is often viewed as

simply as "muddling through" (Nishimura 1992: 15). The 1K originates in the personal

experience and memories that have developed from one's own interactions with the diverse

functions of the ecosystem and every day life. Thus, the 1K can be a series of individuals'

responses toward the various and (often) unexpected events. We live in nature that has

infinite variations; nothing is exactly same thing. At a beach, we notice that no pebbles are the

same; similarly, each one of us is different from the other. According to Steinbeck, such

diversity is "the true universal, the true catalyst, the cosmic solvent" (Steinbeck 1941:177). A

culture is a result of the unique local history of interactions taking place between people and

nature through the means of subsistence under such enormous variations of the "cosmic

solvent" (Ellen 2001, Richards 1986, Tornan 1989). In order to deal with the variations,

people, especially those who work in nature, conduct their own version of the "muddling

thorough," which makes the 1K ambiguous, but is valued by each individual.
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A local culture, which is both formal and informal, is shaped by many

improvisational adjustments of the people and is transmitted in terms of "living" information.

Such variations and changes are perceived through each member of a local community;

therefore, investigating a process of how individuals view the changes is important because

the process reflects the context of the local culture (Kavadias 1966). "It is becoming more and

more clear that significant components of the changes are self-conscious... [individuals]

actively trying to play a determining role in the transformations they themselves are

undergoing" (Feit 1982:374). The improvisational adjustment which is done by each

individual is a process of cultural redefinition in accordance with local people's familiar old

perspectives they have known thus far.

The process of the assimilation to a new mode of life is a thinking process (Kavadias

1966). "Before adopting innovations, these people must first of all ponder them, identify them

by comparison with those they already know and find a place for them among the ideas which

they already have" (Kavadias 1966: 366). With such thinking processes, people seem to

reconsider their indigenous knowledge in facing a new reality brought in by new technologies

and ideas. How people treat and value their traditional way of life largely depends on the

thinking process of compromising, which involves contemplation over what they gain and

lose.

Therefore, analyzing a culture from an entirely materialistic point of view, the etic

analysis may overlook the existence of a cultural matrix that shows a comprehensive process

of how people as individuals and community members digest change. Understanding such

thinking processes of a local people helps to explain human-nature relationships more

'realistically' because the process reflects how people see and utilize their natural

environment. I think of an analogy of a driver's model of cultural determinism to explain a

process of how we perceive a world and take action. The driving process is an accumulation
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of all kinds of information obtained from our five senses and we assess and make a decision

on what to do moment to moment. The view we can see through a front window is already

"biased" by the cultural values in the driver's head, and thus, the view varies according to the

driver and so does the information he or she gets. The driver can be either an individual or a

group or an institution. After all, the role of culture is to accept or to eliminate information

available in front of us, which refers to all elements and living creatures in the ecosphere of

the earth and in universe. Therefore, nature is 'culturally defined' by which means to make

the nature "meaningful through practical engagement and cognition (categorization, labeling,

intellection, and sensation)" (Ellen 1996:3). To understand the 1K, we need to know what

kind of a car the person rides in and what kind of views he or she sees from it. The car reflects

various way to access the environment such as technology, tools, and economic conditions,

and the views reflects the emic perspectives of the drivers, who could be either an individual

or a group of people. Tn short, this analogy indicates the importance of the emic view to

understand the culture-nature relationship. It is because the drivers are the prime movers that

actually manipulate the car to reach their desirable destinations.

Japanese perception of nature

In order to understand the world views of the native natural resource users such as

farmers and fishers who live in local villages and communities in Japan, being familiar with

the Japanese general perception of nature is significant. In Japan, images of nature have

played a particularly central role in molding their national identity (Morris-Suzuki 1998). An

anthropologist Ishida Eiichiro considers an essence of Japanese culture in terms of a unique

national feeling for nature, a "broadly based, characteristics 'natural sense' [shizensei]

stretching back to the pre-agricultural era" (Ishida 1972: 24). The Japanese perception of
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nature is a traditionally long-held cultural notion that is "fundamental" to Japanese thoughts

and actions (Tomiyama 1976).

The Japanese attitude toward nature is considered to be paradoxical. While visiting in

Japan, many scholars and tourists have observed and recognized the paradoxical coexistence

of both destructive and harmonious beliefs and practices toward nature. Many point out the

disharmony being brought by the nation's enthusiastic economic activities and regard

harmony as a result of the traditional Japanese cultural belief that has long been held (Callicott

1994).

The harmonious attitude can be seen in various forms of expressions of the Japanese

love of nature and appreciations of its pictorial beauty and transient quality. Appreciation and

joy are expressed in poems, paintings, sculptures, gardens, myths, ethics, metaphors of one's

emotional states, and everyday conversations among people. People enjoy the beauty of

cherry blossoms, watch a first sunrise on top of a mountain, worship a full moon of fall, take a

hot spring, and appreciate a scenic beauty in various ways.

On the other hand, Japan is condemned by its culture to be "the world's number one

environmental despoiler and exploiter" (Reader 1990: 16). The pollution-caused diseases

were found out one by one during 1950s, 60s, and 70s of high economic growth era. Since the

Meiji era (1868-1912), the government has created an industrializing nation and numerous

disastrous pollution incidents have occurred frequently all over Japan, mostly by the

industries' discharging of untreated wastes, which contain heavy metals and cadmiums, into

rivers and streams. Such incidents resulted in one of the most fatal incidents in the whole

world endangering civilians' lives and ending up with enormous sufferings by thousands of

victims and their families. The incidents were called publicly the "big four," which refers to

the itai-itai disease in Toyama--- (itai-itai means a physical pain in inflicts on the victims),

and the minamata disease in both Minamata and Niigata city, which was caused by mercury
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poisoning intoxicated through eating contaminated fish, and Yokkaichi air pollution,

causing people acute lung damage and chronic asthma (Matushita 2000, Kalland and Asquith

1997).

Recently, in big cities such as Tokyo and Osaka, photochemical smog frequently

covers over almost the entire city for hours. As soon as a caution is announced by the national

weather forecast, school children in the playground, due to their sensitivity, had to be

immediately evacuated to the inside of a facility to avoid ingestions of the toxic smog. Some

became unconscious and were hospitalized (Asahi news 11 May 1998). Moreover,

reclamation works on productive wetlands, lakes and rivers for increasing economic

productivity and transportation on these bodies of water have inflicted suffering on local

people's way of life because of the reduction of species inhabiting these sites. The

reclamation works such as solidifying both banks by concrete damaged inhabitants' breeding

sites and changed the speed and amount of water flow adjusting to mainly human needs. Thus,

it endangers other species' existences at the fringe of extinction (Tomiyama, 1976).

Moreover, going hiking in Japan, we see garbage here and there along the trails. The

garbage was obviously thrown out by previous hikers. Even within an area officially set aside

as the national park, a natural lavender field and a iris swamp garden, both of which were

famous among people due to its rarity in nature and beautiful prose in Japanese literature

written by great writers, have disappeared forever since the visitors shamelessly picked almost

all the flowers, and now only a signboard stands on the field (Hokkaido shizen-no kai 1997).

Contrary to the disharmonious attitudes to nature, Japanese have been proud of their

identity based on their traditional environmental ethics that encourages people to be humble,

to impose self-control by feeling humility, and to always be thankful to nature. How can they

appreciate the beauty of nature simultaneously, knowing environmental degradation will be

inflicted on the nature they admire so much? How can we understand this enigma?
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We need to pay closer attention in how nature is being talked about and by "whom"

(Kalland and Asquith 1997). Several scholars point out the Japanese dichotomous perceptions

of nature (Rosenberger 1998, Tornan 1989). Here is a nature continuum model cited from

Kalland and Asquith (1997: 13).

NATURE

cooked
bound I wrapped
tame / domesticated
pure
inside

>
raw I uncooked

unbound / unwrapped
wild

impure
outside

The so-called Japanese love of nature belongs to the left end of the continuum. Here

nature is seen in culturally processed and synthesized forms such as bonsai, which is a

dwarfed plant;f1rusato, a rural hometown held in a nostalgic imagination of an idealized rural

landscape with rice fields keeping a traditional way of life without utilizing any modernized

technology; and a traditional Japanese gardens designed as minimized replicas of natural

landscape. Thus, people usually appreciate a visual surface of nature that encourages Japanese

"to appreciate only those parts, which are visually coherent, exciting, amusing, enjoyable, or

pleasing" (Saito 1998:138).

However, some Japanese intellects and scholars emphasize deeper aspects of aesthetic

value culturally extracted from the "cooked" nature, which become a basic concept of nature

appreciation (Morris-Suzuki 1998). Particularly, Norinaga Motoori (1730-1801), one of the

eminent thinkers in pre-modern Japan, emphasized the importance of the power of nature to

evoke a profound sense of 'mono no aware' [the pathos of things]. According to Motoori,

humans are endowed with an innately pure heart or a soul, which must be recovered and

nurtured by each individual, and the key to seeking the 'pure heart' lies in 'a spontaneous

empathetic reaction' (chokkan, or kan) which humans feel as they, for instance, see cherry

blossoms, experience heavy rainstorms, or recognize the joy or sadness in a friend's face.



In addition, Tetsuro Watsuji (1889-1960), a historian and philosopher, also well-

known for his famous writing, "Fudo," considers that a spontaneous empathetic reaction is

one of the national characteristics of Japanese people. He believes that the unpredictability of

typhoons and monsoonal floods with the regularity of the seasons have created the people's

unique and complex sensitivity to nature, instead of the logical and rational attitudes that are

associated with relatively stable climates such as in European Mediterranean climate (Watsuji

1963). He also explains that people seek "the empathetic coming together of the human spirit

and nature" (Watusji 1963: 284), which is very close to the Motoori's concept of the 'pathos

of things,' through practicing Japanese arts of, for example, gardening, bonsai (a dwarfed

plant), and calligraphy. By respecting the esthetic value of nature, Japanese people

conceptually attempt to 'cook' the 'raw and rough' nature to suit one's taste, which also

reflects the 'pure heart' or soul that must be recovered through practicing arts and worshipping

nature.

According to Grapard, the Japanese love of nature is actually their "love of cultural

transformations and purifications of a world which, if left alone, simply decays"(Grapard

1984:240). The "cooked" perception reflects a cultural concept that transforms the pristine

nature into an ideal state or lovable form. For example, rural farmers have worked so hard for

generations to reform their "raw" environment into a productive land, which includes rice

fields. It ends up in various styles of local landscape, which have been created as closely as

possible to the idealflirusato hometown. The "uncooked" nature is considered as somewhat

unpleasant, and human agents process it into something comfortable and productive through

using both their imagination and physical labor.

On the other side of the nature continuum, in which nature is seen as rough and

severe, is a resource users' point of view. Farmers, fishers, and loggers directly make their

life out of the 'real' ecosystem that constantly poses them with problems such as vermin,
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extreme climate, decline in fish population, physical accidents and so on. This side of the

pole includes not only imposed difficulties that people experience, but also rejuvenescent

force of nature itself (i.e, the renaiscence of plants in spring). Rosenberger notes the "rough"

side of nature indicates "the strong forces of nature that make plants grow, but also tear crops

to shreds; that bless yet curse" (Rosenberger 1997: 147). Natural resource users probably

appreciate some pleasant views of nature while taking a little rest from their physical work,

but the reason to be in the nature is not to seek one's aesthetic fulfillment. Those natural

resource users perspectives of nature are mainly practical (Tomiyama 1976, Totman 1989).

Totman notes "they are concerned with what erosion did to road, village, and cropland. [And]

they want forests (natural resources) that will meet human material needs" (Totman 1989:

179).

Morris-Suzuki sees "diversity, conflict, and change" in Japanese conceptions of

nature, which offers a wide spectrum of environmental views. Within a range from the

perspective of 'cooked' to 'rough' nature, there are more variations that offer "alternative

versions of tradition" and ideas to be quoted and reinterpreted by intellectuals, politicians,

farmers, fishers, and so on. For example, there are spiritual animistic view of nature,

developer's views of practical usage of nature, conservationist's views of pristine nature and

countless different views from each individual. She continues that the Japanese perception of

nature "is not imprisoned like fossils in a cultural bedrock, but changed over time as

successive generations gave new meaning to inherited ideas" (Moms-Suzuki 1998: 59). To

Japanese, nature is a multifaceted symbolic concept that has been long redefined by people in

different ways and for different social purposes.



Revitalizing "nature"

Currently, in Japan, there are numerous civil activists and grass roots level movements

that proclaim resurgence of local identities and values through attaining both ends of the

aforementioned nature spectrum: the culturally transformed nature and the biological nature.

Most of the civil movements have something to do with 'nature' such as anti-pollution

movements, revitalizing local community through merchandizing the native environment,

local anti-development movements to protect wetlands and forests, anti-nuclear movements

and so on.

For example, the biggest domestic NGO in Japan is the Wild Bird Society (yacho no

kai), which has around 25,000 members with over 70 local branches (Griffith 1990). The

organization mainly focuses on bird-related issues such as the poaching of rare birds,

protecting habitats of birds and doing paid research for various government agencies and

private organizations. Another large group that deals with domestic environmental issues is

the Nature Conservation Society of Japan (Nihon Shizen Hogo Kyokai) having 10,000

individual members (Ibid 1990). These domestic NGOs generally do not get involved in major

political battles or oppose large development projects, but mostly try to carve out sanctuary

within an ecological significant area targeted for development (Ikeda 1998). There are also

several international NGO groups such as Greenpeace Japan, Friends of the Earth Japan, the

Japan Tropical Forest Action Network, Worldwide Fund for Nature Japan, and so on. These

groups focus mostly on international environmental issues such as tropical deforestation,

marine-mammal protection and overseas development aid. These groups gain a certain degree

of credibility and attention because of their foreign origins (Matsushita 2000), but they take

pains to operate as Japanese groups with an international focus. Membership in these groups is

relatively smallabout 4,000 for WWF Japan, and about 250-400 for each of the others.
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Furthermore, there are countless small grassroots groups in Japan. According to

Okajima, who is a news reporter for the Yomiuri Shinbun (one of the leading newspapers in

Japan) and writes often about environmental issues, there are around 3,000 active grassroots

conservation groups throughout the country, including recycling groups, various consumer

organizations and cooperatives (Noguchi 1992). Many of these are "single-issue

neighborhood groups composed of a few dedicated individuals" (Griffith 1990: 92).

According to Noguchi's study on Japanese grassroots groups, a large number of the small

organizations are run "not out of offices by paid professionals but out of homes by volunteer

housewives" (Noguchi 1992:339). Most of the housewives groups' activities focus on

preventing further degradation caused by introducing various types of man-made chemicals

into rivers, lakes, natural environment through domestic and industrial wastes, radio active

wastes and so on. They have examined in what ways each household can contribute to the

improvement of the local environment.

For example, the Ecological Cooperative Union Biwako, a co-op group, conducts

various activities protecting the local environment and the water quality of Lake Biwako,

which is the largest lake in Japan. Since the post-war industrial development of the 60s and

70s, worsening of the water quality (eutrophication) of Lake Biwako has occurred due to the

increase of household and industrial wastewater (Kada 1999). In addition, in 1977 freshwater

red tide outbreaks occurred. Members of the co-op group bring used household cooking oil to

collection points, where the co-op drivers pick it up for transport to a local soap-making plant.

The plant sells the soap to the co-op at a reduced price. The co-op also collects used milk

cartons and aluminum to be recycled and they sell recycled products such as soap, recycled

paper products, shampoo, hair rinse, toothpaste, and other environment-friendly products. The

reason that large numbers of housewives are involved in the grassroots activities is probably

because they believe that most solutions to environmental problems lie in the reformation of



each household's management style and each individual's consumption preference and

behavior.

Civil activities aim not only at protection of biological nature, but also at revival of

various "traditions" of nature as part of an upsurge in interest in cultural identity. The

movements are deeply rooted in place and truly indigenous activities (Suzuki and Oiwa 1996).

In general, Japanese people cope with the problem of their weakened traditional culture by

reinventing the past to suit the needs and circumstances of the present society. According to

Robertson, the traditional culture is "a relationship of prior to present representations that is

symbolically mediated and not naturally given. Neither pastness nor givenness defines

something as 'traditional" (Robertson 1991:37). For the Japanese people, the traditions are

negotiable symbolic constructs continuously reinvented for the present. Especially, by using

sentiments of rural nostalgia, the people produce native aesthetics in the face of pervasive

urbanization and environmental pollution (Robertson 1991).

For example, the Japanese village revitalization movement, known as the muraokoshi

movement, is considered as one of the strategies to deal with the weakened traditional culture.

The revitalization movement designates various efforts made by villagers and local

government officials to revie village society and economy in the face of constant

depopulation, aging, and economic decline. One of the common strategies for village

revitalization is to promote tourism, which is believed to be a great alternative to declining

agriculture, forestry or fishery. To attract tourists, the local people utilize resources in their

natural and cultural properties by using sentiments of rural nostalgia.

For instance, at Kitogo village in Iwate prefecture in northern Japan, the villagers re-

named the Kitogo village to "Battari -village" for advertising and promoting tourism, and they

have also set up many minshuku houses (bed and breakfast type of motels) which are old

traditional wooden houses, containing a large tatami room with a traditional fireplace in the
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center, an earth-floor kitchen, various wooden hand-made tools and furniture, and so on.

These traditional houses would otherwise be pulled down because maintenance of the houses

costs enormously. The "Battari" indicates a mimicking of the sound of the traditional

flourmill machine. Tourists can enjoy the traditional atmosphere of the old houses and food

served by the local housewives who prepare meals by using the traditional mill machine. The

village also set up a museum that exhibits various folk arts, tools, and other ethnographic

records and remains. Another example of the muraokoshi activity is that some villages in

Japan are advertised for their clean water and fireflies. It is believed that these creatures can

survive (during the caterpillar stage) only in unpolluted water. Tourists from urban city who

have never seen the sight of thousands of fireflies flying around in the darkness come visit the

villages for that single purpose. Kelly describes the process of reinventing traditions in

northeast Japan as follows: the people have found themselves "consigned to an imaginary past

even as they are beckoned to a confident future, and they have had to learn to speak in both a

language of rationalization and a language of nostalgia"(Kelly 1986:606). This indicates a

challenge that the people face as to how they can successfully transform or transmit their

traditional culture without misrepresenting the past. Kelly explains that the people "have

sought to transform their daily lives through a language of rationalization without flatly

denying the contours of the region's past, and have tried to keep alive certain of those

traditions without falling prey to a cloying sentimentality"(Kelly 1986:614).

In spite of this attempt to attain balance, the muraokoshi movement often acts like a

private corporation whose primary concern is to seek profit rather than to consider the long-

term benefits of protecting the environment (Ikeda 1998, Moon 1997). From the desperate

desire to develop a tourist industry, local natural features such as hot springs, mountains, water

falls, historical old temples and shrines, and regional food are advertised and sold as tourist

commodities. According to Moon, however, the process of the commodification of local
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natural assets results "inevitably in the destruction and transformation of nature" (Moon

1997:222). Nature is becoming something that can be bought with money by tourists from

cities; therefore, local tourist industries promote additional development projects for

enhancing resort facilities such as hotels, amusement parks, shopping malls, and golf courses.

"What is really sought in the name of nature is often not nature in its raw form or nature in the

real ecosystem, but nature turned into a commodity wrapped with other attractions sports,

festivals, nostalgia, images of furusato and br invented ecological myth" (Moon 1997: 234).

Therefore, some of the muraokoshi movements result in other civil movements that oppose

resort development projects and try to revive local cultural identity.

There is another aspect of revitalization activities in Japan. According to Suzuki and

Oiwa, most of the civil movements have been initiated by 'eccentric' individuals who have

"radically different perspectives and priorities" and arise from the "visible layers of position"

in which people tend to speak from their positions of authority or power (Suzuki and Oiwa

1996: 4). These individuals are eccentric because they do not represent widely held Japanese

stereotypes such as "showing little emotion, being great at imitation but showing little

originality, being homogeneous in race, language, history, and culture" (ibid.1). Such

eccentric individuals can be considered as "cultural activists" who describe a culture self-

consciously through using various styles of media such as movies, books, music, arts; they

craft "ways not only to sustain and to strengthen their communities but also to help transform

them through what one might call a 'strategic conservatism" (Gynsberg 2000:30). Through

expressing their awareness of social reality, the cultural activists attempt to revitalize local

languages, traditions, and histories, while articulating community concerns.

However, in Japanese society, fitting in is a key social grace (Tomiyama 1976).

Thus, it is said, "When a nail sticks out, it must be hammered down." Rugged individualism

or personal idiosyncrasy is not a highly valued quality where consensus and 'face' dominate
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thinking and behavior. Therefore, many movement initiators, who have strong will and are

determined in their beliefs, spend an enormous amount of time expressing their opinions in

public; it is both mentally and physically challenging to initiate social movements against the

status quo in Japan (Matsushita 2000).

Activists aiming at the revitalization of nature in Japan each take different views and

purposes of their own. Suzuki, a cultural anthropologist, sees diversity rather than

homogeneity in the natural perspectives of Japanese people. It is difficult to conclude that

Japanese have attitudes toward nature with an animist respect for the spirits in nature.

Accordingly, we should not jump to the conclusion that Japanese are economic enthusiasts

who believe that nature should be transformed into a productive 'nature' industry. Rather, a

wide spectrum of environmental views exists as offered from various attitudes and views of

civil activists and groups. Suzuki considers the diversity in cultural concepts as creations of

alternatives, which he explains in the following way:

One of the most startling lessons of twentieth-century biology has been the
discovery that diversity ---genetic, species, and cultural---is a critical part of
long-term resilience and survival. In a time of rapid environmental and social
change, it is this diversity that provides the possibilities of combinations that
allow adaptation to the new conditions. We have learned from painful
experience that monocultures, the attempt to create populations of one of a
few species of highly selected genetic stocks, are vulnerable to new pests,
disease, or environmental upset (Suzuki and Oiwa 1996: 6).

Expressing indigenous views of nature through various positions and

activities offers alternative models of modernity and a "resource of hope"

(Gynsenberg 2000:45). The diversity in the revitalization movements can be

considered as a healthy and crucial human strategy and as a response to the current

globally interconnected world.
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CHAPTER 3

METHODS

Significance of ethnographic study

In order to understand a culture from an insider's point of view, ethnographic research

is essential. Ethnographic research offers a standpoint to understand the processes and

structures of a social setting and employs research methods consistent with the depths of the

cultural investigation. Spradley describes ethnography as "the study of both explicit and tacit

cultural knowledge" (Spradley 1980:8). Culture is defined as "the acquired knowledge people

use to interpret experience and generate behavior" (ibid. 1980:6). Whereas explicit cultural

knowledge can be communicated at a conscious level and with relative ease, tacit cultural

knowledge remains largely outside of people's awareness. For instance, the tacit cultural

knowledge might be the way in which each individual define space.

Spradley further explains that because so much of any culture consists of tacit

knowledge, informants or interviewees often know things they cannot talk about or express

definitely. Therefore, the task of the ethnographer is "to make inferences about what people

know by listening carefully to what they say [and] by observing their behavior" (ibid

1980:11). This is why ethnography must participate in addition to observe. As Spradley

continues: "Participation allows you to experience activities directly, to get the feel of what

events are like, and to record your own perceptions" (ibid 1980:51).

In ethnographic study, an emphasis on subjective realities as the focus of the

researcher's attention has much in common with a philosophy of naturalism which signifies

that "there exist multiple realities which are, in the main, constructions existing in minds of

people" (Guba and Lincoln 1988:81). Because these constructions are intangible, they can

best be studied in a "holistic and idiosyncratic fashion" (ibid. 1988:8 1). Accordingly, an
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ethnographic study focuses on the subjective reality of individuals because the relativistic

nature of the social world can only be understood by adopting the perceptions of individuals

who are direct participants in the activities which are to be studied. Therefore, the significant

point for understanding human activities lies in the perspectives of the participants in action

(Burrel and Morgan 1979). The ethnographic approach sheds a light into the importance of

knowledge as something which is personally experienced and which can be best understood

from the inside or the subjective experience of individuals. Therefore, the method of this

investigation is based on qualitative interpretation that "seeks to understand human beings,

their inner minds and their feelings, and the way these are expressed in their outward actions

and achievements" (Burrell and Morgan 1979:229).

Ethnographic research at the Karakuwa fishing conimunity in Japan

Before I conducted actual field research at Karakuwa community, during a summer of

2000, I made a small trip to the area to investigate the feasibility of the study and stayed at a

local motel for five days. In advance, I could have obtained a general idea about a fishermen's

reforestation movement in the Karakuwa fishing community by watching the TV evening

news. That was the main reason why I chose the area for doing my ethnographic research.

The fishermen's reforestation movement was initiated by a local oyster fisherman in

Karakuwa, Shigeatsu Hatakeyama, in 1989. In this preliminary research, I was able to meet

with Mr. Hatakeyama, who is a local oyster grower and a leader of a fisherman's reforestation

movement. I also contacted two other local fishermen,3 whom Mr. Hatakeyama suggested I

should meet at that time. Through some brief meetings with each one of the three fishermen, I

The fishermen were Sunago-san (72) and Takami-san (62) who have lived in the fishing community
for their entire lives. Sunago-san is a retired fisherman who now manages a small motel, called
minshuku in Japanese, that is a private house which takes in paying guests. Takami-san also manages
his own minshuku, but he focuses more on his duty as one of elected members of the town's assembly.



was able to learn about some of the major issues in the fishing community. In the each

meeting, I asked Mr. Hatakeyama and the two local fishermen about what types of groups and

associations, related to Mr. Hatakeyama's reforestation activities, existed in the fishing

community, and about recent issues that the local people might be concerned about. I learned

for instance, that a local Fishery Cooperative Association was the dominant group in the

community in which almost all fishermen in the community participated. In addition, the

FCA was not deeply involved with Mr. Hatakeyama's reforestation activities. I also learned

that winter would be the best time to conduct an ethnographic research at the fishing

community because the local fishermen were not so busy compared as during the summer

season when the area was usually packed by tourists who spent their summer vacations at the

Kawakawa beaches. In addition, because winter weather and sea conditions of the Karakuwa

area are usually unstable, fishermen stay on land more often. Therefore, during the winter, the

local fishermen and their families feel more relaxed and have extra time for social interactions

and involvements with other members of the fishing community.

Moreover, I was able to get a list of names and phone numbers of the twelve

Karakuwa fishermen who were considered both knowledgeable and as having excellent

reputations and fishing skills according to Mr. Hatakeyama and the other two fishermen I

contacted. In addition, Mr. Ilatakeyama gave me several copied newspaper articles about his

reforestation activities that took place in past year. After the preliminary research, I decided to

conduct an ethnographic research on Mr. }latakeyama's reforestation activities and cultural

values and knowledge held by the members of the fishing community. Based on the

information I was able to collect during my preliminary research, I constructed a questionnaire

(See Appendix 1) for a semi-structured interview.

I conducted ethnographic research while staying at a local household for about ten

weeks from mid January to the end of March in 2001. Methods of collecting data were
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basically interviewing arid participant observation. Especially, I focused on collecting data

from unstructured interviews with the local people to get spontaneous responses of what they

were thinking. During my first two weeks, I started to realize that the local people talked and

shared their information more openly in the unstructured interview, rather than in a formal

semi-structured interview based on my prepared questionnaire (See Appendix 1). I figured out

that the local people preferred a more relaxed communication style in a friendly atmosphere,

such as chatting over coffee with friends. In the unstructured interviews, my informants

talked about their cultural views and beliefs in various styles; for instance, some preferred to

talk chronologically, describing each event in sequence, while others focused on details about

a particular event. Through the unstructured interviews, I collected good qualitative data,

which reflected the insider's point of view from each informant's subjective reality or unique

perception. Each interview usually took more than an hour because the local people were

willing to talk about their lives and share their cultural information with me4.

To carry on effectively the unstructured interviews with the local people, I utilized a

snowball sample. I asked the interviewees whom I already had contacted to introduce me to

other possible informants who were considered to be knowledgeable about the matter

concerned. In addition, walking around the small community was a part of my participant

observation, enabling me to get unstructured interviews with people whom I encountered on

the streets and beaches. It was an effective way to meet my informants because most of them

were fishermen who worked outside irregularly, in accordance with the weather conditions of

the day. For that reason, I had a difficult time setting up appointments with my informants. I

also figured out that walking in the afternoon from 12:30 to 3:00 was the best time to meet

with my informants because the afternoon was generally fishermen's free time since they had

' Most of the fishermen I interviewed called me humorously as: "America" or "Oregon" as my
nickname, which reflect my identification as a graduate student at Oregon State University in the U.S
and my purpose of staying at the community for three months conducting a research. We became good
friends.



finished the day's work by then. I also observed people fishing and doing associated work

in the morning and recorded this in my field notebook.

I was able to have semi-structured interviews with a total of 23 local informants and

unstructured interviews with 38 people in the community. In general, 1,292 people are

engaged in some type of fisheries (a total population in Karakuwa community 9,145). In

Karakuwa, the parcentage of workers in each type of fishing is as follows: 1) off-shore fishing

and coastal gill net fishing 56.1%; 2) oyster aquaculture 10.6 %; 3) wakame seaweed

aquaculture 21.3 %; 4) scallops aquaculture 7.4 %; 5) kombu seaweed aquaculture 3 %; 6) set-

net fishing 1.6 % (Karakuwa Fishery and Agriculture Agency Census in 2000). Based on my

prepared semi-structured questionnaire, I interviewed twenty-three local fishermen who are

members of the Karakuwa fishery cooperative association ranging in age from 56 to 89 (three

of them are female). In addition, I interviewed five executive members of the FCA (male),

and eight municipal and prefectural government officials (male). The thirty-eight people with

whom I did unstructured interviews included various occupations in the community, such as

aquaculture fishermen (age 56 to 69, mostly male fishermen and their wives and children), a

shipwright (age 72, male), two hotel chief managers (male), two Shinto priests (male), and a

Buddhist monk (male). The details of the informants are summarized in the following two

tables.



Table 1. A content of semi-structured interview

Occupations Numbers of Sex Age interval 56-89
informants (People)--Age (50s, 60s, 70s,
Total of 23 people 80s)

FCA members 10 7 Males 2--SOs, 4--60s, 3--70s, 1--80s
3Females

Executive members of 5 5 Males 3--SOs, 2--60sFCA____________
Municipal and Prefectural 8 8 Males 8--50s
Government officials

Table 2. A content of unstructured interview

Occupations Numbers of informants
Total of 38 people

Sex Age interval 5 6-89
(People)--Age (SOs, 60s, 70s, 80s)

Aquaculture fishermen 20 Male 12--SOs, 7--60s, 1--70s
Gill net fishermen 3 Male 3--60s
Retired fishermen 6 Male 5--70s, 1--80s
Fishermen's wives 3 Female 1--SOs, 2--60s
Shipwnght 1 Male 1--70s
Hotel chief managers 2 Male 2--50s
Shinto priests 2 Male 2--SOs
Buddhist monk 1 Male 1--SOs

Although 56 % of local fishermen are engaged in off-shore fishing and net gill fishing,

my sample favors aquaculture fishermen because of their particular concern with the quantity

of water in the bay.

Based on the semi-structured questionnaire, I also interviewed Mr. Hatakeyama about

his reforestation movement and his views about the local culture by visiting his house in the

community two times during my research period. Each took about two hours. Subsequently, I

contacted him several times by telephone to ask follow-up questions. Further, I flew to



Hokkaido to meet Professor Matsunaga of the Hokkaido University to learn about his

scientific analysis on the sea desertification (isoyake) phenomenon and his views about the

fishermen's reforestation movement. I conducted a semi-structured interview with Professor

Matsunaga which took about three hours (over lunch). All the semi-structured interviews were

recorded with interviewees' permission and their confidentiality and anonymity was strictly

maintained by using a metal lock box in which I put my informant's personal names and the

pseudonym I use.

When I finished my field research, I started to work on the coding of data recorded on

tapes, transcribing all the spoken statements by my informants. I coded them using index cards

and colored markers; I wrote down all important and significant words and concepts on the

margin of the transcription. Reflecting back to my field notes, I constructed some categories

out of those key words and concepts on the left margin. Subsequently, I wrote down the units

of categories on the right hand margin of the transcription. As a final step, I tried to find

themes out of these categories. Finding a general theme is an important step of the qualitative

data analysis because it can indicate the tacit cultural knowledge of which most people of the

culture are unaware. However, as I discussed earlier in this chapter, each informant's

subjective understanding of their reality became essential information to this study of

fishermen's local knowledge. Hence, I cited frequently the various unique perspectives of my

informants to present the importance of cultural knowledge as something which is personally

experienced based on their inner minds and their feelings. The following chapters are based

on the major categories and events that I found from the ethnographic data of the people in

Karakuwa community. In the analysis section, I explain the themes of this study by using a

cultural value spectrum of ideal and reality. The value spectrum illuminates a local attempt to

cope with ongoing changes and loss of traditions caused by modernization in the post-war

period.
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The limitation in this ethnographic research was my inability to collect the local

women's perspectives and their ecological knowledge. This was because I was unable to

extend my research further within the constraints of the three month research period. While

staying at the fishing community, I realized that the local women had a quite different

knowledge system and values compared with the local men. Because generally the local

women's primary tasks lie in maintaining their domestic lives on land while their husbands

work at sea, the local women possess a large stock of knowledge about the various plants

growing in a local mountains and nearby hills and gardens, food preservation methods,

degrees of toxicity and medicinal usage of marine creatures, seasonality and timings of the

tidal changes that affect the harvesting time of seaweeds and seashells, and other various

ecological knowledge of the Karakawa area. In addition, the local women's social status is

usually simply presented as a "fishermen's wife," in reality, I observed that the local women

in general bear multivalent activities and social roles. Although I could not investigate the

details of the local women's perspectives and social roles in this study, I would like to study

more along those lines in the near future.
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CHAPTER 4

KARAKUWA FISHING COMMUNITY

The Karakuwa peninsula is located in the northern part of Miyagi prefecture in North

East Honshu, about 64 miles away from Miyagi's capital city, Sendai. The eastern coast faces

the Pacific Ocean and it has the Rias-type coastal formation (drowned valleys) that has

numerous inlets and beaches along with zigzag rocky cliffs. The beaches are mainly formed

with small pebbles and slippery black rocks and the beaches have been used for generations as

the coastal fishers' wharf. The west coast faces Kesennuma bay; the calmness of the inland

water and estuary is suitable for raising aquaculture, which continues to be practiced by local

fishermen for 150 years ago.

Figure 1. Location of Karakuwa Peninsula
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For centuries, people in Karakuwa have made their living as "half-farmer-half-

fisher" (hannou-hangyo). Each household continues to possess a patch of garden where they

mainly grow vegetables and minor grains (foxtail millet and barnyard grass) for their

subsistence. Now, only older people take care of their family gardens out of habitual practice,

not out of necessity. It is much cheaper and less time consuming to get their vegetables from

the local grocery store than by growing vegetables in their gardens. Similar to a typical

American family, most of the people in the community travel by car to the nearby big

department store for shopping with their family on the weekend. Subsequently, the economic

importance of the "half-farmer" has been diminished; however, some people in the community

have still kept working in their gardens for enjoyment of having fresh vegetables and keeping

their traditional way of living.

On the other hand, fishing has increased its economic importance to become the main

occupation among men and some women in the Karakuwa community. At present, about

9,145 people live in the Karakuwa community and 1,291 of them make a living from fishery

and fishery product factories (Karakuwa-cho report, 2001). The local fishermen have relied on

fishing and marine products for earning both cash and protein sources. They earn their profits

mainly from the coastal fishery including aquaculture products, gill netting, set netting, and

single-hook fishing. The rate of output from coastal fishing constitutes 82.7 % of entire

Karakuwa fishery. The other fisheries are open sea tuna long-line fishing (11.1%) and

offshore fishing for skipjack, mackerel pike and squid (6.2%) (Karakuwa Fishery and

Agriculture Agency Census in 2000).

The open sea tuna long-line fishing, for example, used to be a major fishery in the

community until Japan instituted the Law of a 12-mile territorial sea and the 200 nautical

miles of an exclusive economic zone in 1977. Kessennuma Bay, which includes the

Karakuwa peninsula, was once the largest port in the nation, having developed through tuna
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fishing and marketing. According to the law of exclusive economic zone, coastal nations,

which include Japan, are granted exclusive rights to the fish and marine life in waters

extending 200 nautical miles from shore. Japanese long line tuna boats and other types of the

off-shore fishing boats operated freely on the seven seas before the International Agreement

on the sea usage regulation. Subsequently, since the late 1970s, the off-shore fishermen have

been laid off from tuna fishing because of the nationwide decrease in the off-shore ship

owners. Moreover, in 1999, the Japanese government and the Japan Tuna Federation agreed

upon the fleet reduction to be responsive to worldwide concerns of over-fishing and the

preservation of marine species, which was requested by the U.N. Japan scrapped 132 tuna

long line boats and put 1300 fishermen and workers of related tuna industry out of work

(Sanriku News Feb 25, 2001). The reduction in the off shore fisheries affected the lives of the

Karakuwa fishermen as well. In 1981, the off shore fishermen in Karakuwa recorded 1,483

fishermen which was reduced to 826 people in 2000 (Karakuwa-cho report 2001). According

to the local administrators of the Karakuwa FCA, most of the unemployed fishermen have

changed their occupations to coastal gill netting and aquaculture production. Many such

fishermen comment on the difficulty of assimilating themselves to the regular rules of the

"land" jobs, which are mostly seafood preparation and sales; they start working at nine o'clock

and end at five, six days a week. The fishermen's troubles in the assimilation process are

caused by the fact that the tuna long-line fishery requires the crew to work irregular schedules

and to face both physical and mental challenges of life out at sea almost throughout the year.

Such fishermen find some comfort in coastal fishing because it still deals with the sea where

their professional knowledge can be directly applied.

Most of the peninsula is mountainous hills that are covered with red and black pine

forests. These mountains and forests stand right on an "entrance" area that connects the

peninsula and main land of Japan; thus, people who used to travel by land, walked for an
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popularization of automobiles in the 50s. Instead of walking, however, people usually went

places by boat. It took about four or five hours to reach the city, where people usually went to

a fish market every morning. Today, some fishermen still prefer to go to the market by boat,

but many others in Karakuwa take their cars and go by public bus services. In the Karakuwa

community, some practices from the old life styles coexist with the modernized system.

Occasionally, both of them are well integrated and add to the unique local characteristics,

which will be detailed in the following paragraphs.

Historically, the name of the Karakuwa peninsula first officially appeared in the old

national history literature, the "Zoku Nihon Ki," in 715, in which it is recorded that the

emperor accepted a gift of sun-dried kelp from a local lord of the Kawakawa area to indicate

the people's royalty and subordination. The peninsula, at that time, had been considered as a

poor land. It is described in the record as "inhabited by poor fishermen living in their shafts

that cling to a narrow rocky hill" due to its Jack of rice paddies. The rice was considered as an

extremely valuable product because of being used as a food staple, preservation, and money.

The annual rice production and the size of the rice paddies were direct measurements of the

wealth and power of the local load. In the Karakuwa peninsula, there is no big river flowing

across the land to supply enough water to open the rice paddies, thus people in the Karakuwa

fishing village in early Japan paid their taxes to the local lord with silk fabrics and processed

seafood instead of rice. Generally people wonder about such an anachronistic mismatch of

expensive silk fabrics production in a poor fishing village, but there is a historical explanation.

The development of silk fabric manufacturing was a substitute for the poor rice production.

Even now, in present Karakuwa community, there are numerous remains of the antiques of

wooden tools and rooms for making traditional silk fabrics. Although these are now lined up

in the show case windows of the town museum for exhibition, many older people in the



community still possess knowledge of how to weave and how to make various designs and

patterns in silk fabrics. Such traditional life style has remained as cultural knowledge held in

the minds of older people in the Karakuwa community.

The coexistence of the old and the new cultural styles is also seen in the kinship

system. In the post world war period, a gradual shift in the kinship system took place

throughout the nation. An old photograph of the Karakuwa peninsula taken before WW II

(cataloged in the Kawakawa museum) indicates the connection between house anangement

and kinship system. In the picture, numerous fishing hamlets stand facing a beach that is

geographically isolated from nearby beaches by the Rias-type formation and rocky cliffs. The

hamlet in the photograph looks somewhat similar to a castle town with the head (honke)

family located at the top of the hill looking down at the houses of its branch family (bunke).

Within a household there were (still are) generally two pairs of spouses, the household head

and his wife and the eldest son and his spouse. If the household head is an oldest son, his

parents (the retired grandparents) may form a third couple. Due to postwar legislation under

U.S influence, the former Japanese custom of primogeniture is now officially banished;

however, informally the eldest son and his wife are still usually expected to remain in the

honke household and to inherit the family business if they have one (Norbeck 1954). Younger

Sons may move away or establish separate household within the hamlet, which are regarded as

the branch families (bunke) of the original head household. Most of the head families in the

Karakuwa are believed to be descendants ofHeike, one of the powerful lords in southern

Japan during the twelve century. As a result, history supports the authenticity of the head

family. The head families in the fishing community are generally called "Amimoto," which

means the possession of capital and gear for fishing. The head family used to hire fishers and

provide them housing. Today, the honke-bunke relationships are diminishing; the old kinship

system functions as a minor tradition because of the prevalence of the nuclear family style in
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the community and development of the Fishery Cooperative Association as a communal

capital holder of general fishery operations. In the Karakuwa community, many still choose to

live with and care for elder parents; however, there is less emphasis on the hierarchical

relationship among their kin groups (honke-bunke).

Accordingly, the Karakuwa community, today, is experiencing a transition of the

kinship system from a traditional style to a modern one. In the traditional kinship system,

each household (ie) in the community is economically highly dependent on others, especially

on the honke head family. People are socially interactive, where "everybody in the community

knows about everybody else doing." On the other hand, the modernized ie or household tends

to be socially more isolated through keeping one's own economic independence and

protecting one's privacy. Currently, most of the households function as a basic economic unit

whose expenses are usually covered by the income earned from working parents. In the

traditional system, on the other hand, two or three pairs of the working parents sustained a

household and ran their family business, which is fisheries and gardening in the case of the

Karakuwa community. The earned income or profits in the traditional family are mostly

treated as "family-owned," in which people suspend spending money on personal things or

just to have their own pocket money. For instance, pocket money for buying personal things

is generally controlled by the eldest woman in the family. The money management is, of

course, different from family to family; however, in Karakuwa fishing community, women

tend to have more authority in domestic matters than their husbands because men are usually

out at sea "mostly concerning about how many fish they can catch" for their family.

Generally, the personal pocket money of the working men in a family is not monitored

by the "Mother" of the household as strictly as the pocket money of the daughter-in-law

(yome). The men's spending is already subtracted from the income before it is handed to the

"Mother" of the family (shutome), who may be called "grandmother" by her grandchildren



despite the fact that her age is typically in the 50s. Her daughter in low (yome) has to get

the pocket money from their mother in law each time they need anything. These young yome

women timidly and carefully explain to their mother in law about the precise purpose of how

they intend to spend the money. Many old women in the Karakuwa community recall the life

that they had: "a difficult time just to spend money for ourselves to buy some sweets and

tickets for watching a play" as "unfair," "stressful," and "authoritative." Today, most people

can buy things without worrying about their elder parents' opinions and intentions. The

change in kinship system has also been experienced in other cities and communities in Japan.

Due to the nationwide rapid shift from the traditional extended family style to the

nuclear family, Japan is experiencing a phenomenon called the "increasing gray-generation."

The phenomenon is regarded as one serious issue of the nation, that is, the huge financial

support needed for medical care and services for the elderly, and the lack of human resources

for taking care of the elderly, which used to be a "free" service in the traditional kinship

system.

Generally, in the traditional kinship system, elders are cared by their daughter-in-law

and their own children by living together. In spite of the nationwide shift toward a nuclear

family style since the post-war period, many families in the local areas like Karakuwa choose

to live with their aged parents. People in local areas continue to practice the traditional

custom because they believe that the morality and ethics are created from such life of living

with their own relatives and parents under one roof (Tomiyama 1974). In other words, the

local people doubt if the morality is maintained and served well in the modem nuclear family

system. In the Karakuwa community, I often heard that people regard the traditional practices

and values as "the way should be." Iii the traditional system, the services for the elders are

provided without cost and these services are considered as a "natural" household role in the

extended family. Taking care of their elders is also regarded as a way of showing one's



obligation (on) to one's parents (Gercik 1996). In the traditional system, one may depend

on the kin group throughout one's life for support and advice in events such as births,

marriage, locating a job, economic hardships and death. In other words, generally it is much

more difficult to survive without any support from one's relatives; therefore, people usually

remain their whole life in a village mainly consisting of their own kinship groups.

However, people in Kawakawa community recognize that they cannot escape from

the modernization of their traditional values and beliefs. The traditions are affected greatly by

the external force (atsuryoku) such as the "gray-generation" problem, depopulation, and

decrease in the fishing industry. Today, people in the Karakuwa community face the gray-

generation problem. In spite of the older people's belief in the merits of the traditional kinship

system, the young people believe that a solution to the problem lies in government leadership

in the welfare work. The people who can watch over their elders have less time to perform

their duties because they spend most of their time working outside at sea or in factories in the

nearby towns and cities. In the transition of extended family system since the post-war era,

many people have left the community to find office jobs in a city. The depopulation of young

people continues to increase since the economic growth of the late 50s. Many are seeking

higher education and have an interest in city life. Some think that the young people have to

leave their hometown because there are not enough jobs available in present Karakuwa

community. Therefore, mostly the elder people remain in their village without a presence of

the young successors of the traditions.

Another factor that affects the modernization of the traditional values and practices is

the economic outlook of the fishing industry. According to the local fishermen and the FCA

members, they are experiencing a "really tough time" of their fishing industry because of the

global economy. Most of the fishermen in Karakuwa, who are also parents of the young

people, have not been able to make both ends meet because their aquaculture products are lost
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in the global price competition, and are especially damaged by wakame seaweed imported

from China and Korea. The imported seaweed products are about one fifth cheaper than the

Karakuwa marine products. The Karakuwa FCA and local fishermen have been trying to find

solutions to the economic crisis and to the emigration of the young people. Because of the

negative effects of globalization, the members of the Karakuwa FCA have attempted to

negotiate with domestic big fishery companies that encourage the importation of sea products

and with high government officials of the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries to

make a policy on regulating the price difference. hi addition, these officials have a plan to

merge with other FCAs to survive the effects of the global price competition. People in

Karakuwa think that depopulation will not be stopped unless they figure the way out of the

current depression caused by the economic globalization. I often heard that people say;

"People come to where the money is, even to a hinterland like the Karakuwa peninsula." In

the community, everybody's concern is to find a way out of the economic crisis. In other

words, the local people recognize that placing a priority in the improvement of the economic

condition results in changes of their traditions. It is for the survival of their family members.

People in the Karakuwa community face a dilenima caused by both the positive and

negative side of the modernization process in the post-war economic growth. The problems

such as depopulation of the community, increasing of the gray-generation, decline of the

fishery industry, and sea pollution are all negative sides of the process. However, people

struggle to find some solutions from the knowledge of their tradition by creating unique ideas

or practices that are suitable to the local situation. People consciously and sometimes

unconsciously combine their local knowledge with new ideas and technology, and they keep

using their values as a guiding light to find the way out from problems they have. In other

words, in a society which has experienced dramatic changes, many possibilities and

hypotheses, which are synthesized from the knowledge of the past and present, are available
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and ready to be utilized for the betterment and survival of the society and the family.

Currently, the Karakuwa community is in the midst of this transitional stage.

The coastal fishery development and environmental problems in the Karakuwa inshore

The main aquaculture production in the coastal area is several kinds of seaweed

(Non, Wakame, and Kommbu), oysters, scallops, abalone, and short-necked clams. Over a

long period, the aquaculture technology, the ocean environment, and fishermen's value have

changed. Knowing some chronological events of a development of the non seaweed

aquaculture can be a good example of the close relationships among these three elements.

The aquaculture of non, which is a black sea weed used for a black wrapping sheet of

sushi, originated in the Tokyo bay area. About 150 years ago, peddler, Shinbei Ikari (1811-

1877), who is now deified as a guardian god of fishery, brought the techniques of aquaculture

to the Kesennuma bay area, where the west coast of the Karakuwa peninsula adjoins. The

initial culturing methods were quite simple, but it was difficult to maintain the stability of

production due to the aquacultures' sensitivity to a water temperature, a degree of salinity, and

weather. Fishers stick the norishiba poles, which look somewhat similar to an upside-down

figure of a broom, into a shoal. After placing the poles, they wait for about 3 months until they

see a little seaweed's buds attached to the norishiba poles growing about 10 cm. The

cultivating season starts in October and ends in March.

The development of aquaculture in the Karakuwa coastal region started in 1853,

during Edo feudal times. The aquaculture developed due to a close relationship between the

local people and nature. People continue to devote themselves to making aquaculture

successful while employing the ingenuity of fishermen's knowledge acquired by generations

of trial and error. Until recently, non productivity has depended entirely on "luck," in that

both weather and water quality conditions must be favorable for the growth of non because of
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the larvae is usually susceptible to disease. Subsequently, the raisers need to keep updating

themselves about breeding information by traveling around the nation visiting the other

culture raisers' communities to collect different types of new seaweed larva for breeding.

Also, they never forget to inspect the physical characteristics of the region's sea by seeking

empirical information from the local fishermen about changing temperature, tidal flows, fish

inhabitants and types of seabirds observed at the fishing grounds. The empirical data is

usually obtained by the inspectors through chatting with the local fishermen and asking some

questions about what they think and feel about their environment regarding recent fish

movements, colors of the seawater, and effects from seasonal weather change. Usually, this is

an opportunity to make friends in the different areas for fishermen who generally stay in their

communities for their entire life. They repeat the process of traveling and making inquiries

into the aquaculture methodology applicable to their own unique fishing ground until they see

the new breed growing successfully. According to the local fishermen, it used to take many

years of various experiments for the initiation of aquaculture. Today, people utilize machines

and telecommunication devices; thus, it becomes a much shorter procedure for raisers.

Although there are still some risks, which are caused by recent abnormality in weather, the

production itself has become more stable than conditions in the past.

Before an automatic non seaweed drying machine was introduced in 1950s, every

step of the manufacturing of the non sheets was manually operated and required labor from all

members of a family. Generally, fishers and their whole family woke up in the early morning,

about four o'clock, rowed their small boat to the norishiba poles to pick the black seaweed out

from each pole, and brought the cultivated seaweed back to the beach. The next step was

usually children's work; they washed the cultivated seaweed with fresh cold well water and

minced up the seaweed. Tn the meantime, women made breakfast for their family and men set

up drying stands made of bamboo and predicted and discussed about a weather of the day with
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others. After having breakfast, they all started to make a square sheet of the non seaweed

through somewhat similar process of a papermaking. By using a small hand-made reed screen,

people scooped up some black liquid, which was the minced seaweed dissolved into the well

water in a tab, screened the minced non out from the mixture and reshaped it until it became

as flat as possible. Then, each sheet of the black non was put onto the drying stands to be

completely dehydrated under the sun. The drying area was filled with a "sweet and nice"

fragrance that made people hungry.

However, with the introduction of the new teclmology in the 1950s, the traditional

norishiba pole has been replaced by a newly synthetic meshed fiber net of three inches, which

looks like a flat magic carpet floating on the sea surface. These new nets last longer than the

norishiba poles that were made of straws and grape vines. Today, these synthetic fiber nets are

stored in a large freezer and taken out whenever there are favorable sea conditions. The larva

of non is already planted into the synthetic meshed fiber and preserved by freeze drying.

Consequently, the fishers can control the amount produced based on current price movement.

At a peak time, four million sheets of the non seaweed were produced from Kessennuma bay

alone. The bay area used to be filled with culture nets of the non seaweed and rafts for other

aquacultures. In the process of the non sheet making, less human labor is required today

because of utilizing the automatic drying machine that does all steps from mincing non to

screening and drying by itself. However, the cultural practices and human interactions that

were associated with the traditional non production, was manually operated by all family

members, are no longer practiced.

However, a few fishers have still kept non production in a small part of the bay near

the west coast of the Karakuwa peninsula. They practice the traditional non making method

and commercialize their products emphasizing its "authenticity" and "the taste that brings
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nostalgia." Their non is a different kind from the usual black non sheet used to roll up

sushi; it is called blue non that is good to eat raw or heated up and served as a soup.

The new technology of synthetic fiber nets, which have replaced the traditional non

production poles, contributed to the increase in its production and profit for the local

fishermen. While it seems to overcome the instable production problem, people have already

faced some limits of the new teclmology because of the effects of environmental pollution and

economic globalization. The aquaculture in the Kesennuma bay has been reduced in scale

because of the pressure from water pollution, development projects of the bay, and global

price competition. In the early 50s and 60s, corresponding to the nation's high economic

growth, the fishers began to recognize something unusual with respect to the quality of their

water. Kameo Ogata, who has raised kelp (kombu) at the bay for more than thirty years, recalls

when he first recognized the abnormality:

Normally, after a heavy rainstorm, we see our aquacultures grow faster and
healthier because the rainwater flows into the bay and brings a lot of nutrition
to the aquacultures and the rest of the creatures. But, at the time, the
rainwater from the river Okawa somehow made our cultures weaker. We
thought the water must have been contaminated with all sorts of pesticide and
herbicides coming from the city and the farming area.

Local fishermen observed several pollution incidents in the coastal sea, especially after heavy

rain and continuously hot days during summer. The non seaweed attached to the culture nets

fell away and some became colorless within a day. Also, other aquaculture such as oysters and

scallops were affected with bacterial infections that changed the color of the flesh (normally

creamy white) into a dark red and a "creepy" yellow. As a result, the incident is called the

"bloody oyster incident" among fishermen. It was a rare case of shellfish poisoning that causes

a minor diarrhea to humans, but no serious harm was done. However, the nauseating dark red

color of the oysters gave a negative impression of the Kessennuma bay seafood products to

consumers nation wide. The buyers instantly believed the colored oysters were chemically

contaminated due to growing in badly polluted seawater, even though an official
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announcement of its safety was made by the government. Thus, economic damage was

caused to some extent. Another accident was that inedible seaweed (hosojutusmo) grew out of

control in the bay area and completely covered the cultured oysters hanging from wooden

rafts. This weed made the oysters suffocate and die out within a few weeks. Ogata-san and his

fellow fishermen recall their struggle with the onerous weed; "the weeds grew back so

persistently. We understood why farmers complained about weeding all the time and why they

want to use herbicides, even though the chemicals are bad for nature."

Moreover, during the 50s and early 60s, because of the continuous big catches of the

Pacific saury (sannma), an unmanageable wastewater containing fish oil and dregs from the

fish processing industries flowed directly into the bay. Especially affected was the inward area

of the bay which became cloudy with waste and its surface glistened with fish oil. The

municipal sewage system did not have the capacity to treat wastewater that was so thickly

contaminated with huge amounts of oil and protein. At the time, their biological treatment

facility became completely unable to eliminate excessive nutrition from the wastewater

(Sanriku News June 1 1982). The aquacultures in the bay were all damaged and growers were

left with a long recovery period for the bay water during treatment after the incident. Resulting

from the damage, many aquaculture fishermen and their families had to move their fishing

grounds to areas farther out or they had to change their occupations.

In addition to the water pollution, a phenomenon called isoyake (sea desertification)

has been observed among fishermen in the inshore water of northern Japan since the 60s. The

bottom seaweed beds and rocks are all covered with white limestone like algae (coralline red

algae), that has killed the sea forests that used to house brown kelp (E.Bicyclis or Kommbu)

forests known for fostering diverse animal communities (Matusnaga et al 1997 and 1999). The

brown kelp forests serve as feeding habitat for commercially valuable marine species

including abalone and other reef fish. Now, mostly sea urchins and starfish creep around the
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surface of the white desert. The desertification has caused reduction in the availability of

natural seaweed that fishermen collected and sold to the market for generations. These

fishermen have gradually switched to doing seaweed aquaculture since they could not rely on

the sea which became less productive year by year.

Although the exact cause of the phenomenon of isoyake has yet to be identified, there

are several possible explanations. One hypothesis suggests that an imbalance in the food chain

was created by overgrazing by sea urchins (Konuma 2000). Another hypothesis indicates a

low iron level in recent coastal water favors the growth of the coralline red algae that covers

the bottom of ocean (Matusnaga et al. 1999). Matusnaga, who is a professor of ocean

chemistry at Hokkaido University, suggests the iron source is derived from the upstream

forests, and it flows into rivers as a form of humic substance that has a tendency to inhibit the

spore germination of coralline red algae. Therefore, Professor Matsunaga and others insist on

preserving upstream forests that have significant functions for nurturing coastal fishing

grounds.

Professor Matsunaga is one of supporters of the fishermen's reforestation movement,

which is the topic of this thesis, and his hypothesis became significant for leading some

credibility to the reforestation activity. The reasons why the idea is treated as significant are

discussed in a later section of this paper. Among the several assumptions about the cause of

isoyake, many local fishermen in Karakuwa community are convinced of the ideas of the

Professor Matusnaga, who insists that the sea desert phenomenon is caused by the lower iron

level contained in the water. The local fishermen agree with the idea because it just "makes

sense" to them5. Elaborating the details of the professor's relationship with the reforestation

Interestingly, these fishermen seem to be in favor of their "feelings" and "senses" when they interpret
things as either right or wrong. Therefore, it seems that their view of nature is derived and formed in
large part through the senses and feelings that they have developed through many experiences of trials
and errors at the sea. They seem to value their own senses enormously.
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activity has great significance for this study of local fishermen's culture and will be

described in the next chapter.

Along with these pollution incidents, aquaculture growers lost their ancestral fishing

grounds because of pressure from development projects in the bay area starting in 1956. A

new facility for the fish market was established as a part of the development project in the

same year. Those who lost their fishing ground moved their aquaculture to the outward areas

of the bay in deeper water. Consequently, they had to change the method utilized for a shoal

environment (nets and sticking norishiba poles) into long-lining methods in which the

aquacultures are tied and hung from lines suitable for deep and unstable water. These fishers'

relocation took place almost forceably because of the pressure from the municipal economic

development enthusiasts during the 60s and 70s. Tetsuemon Kumagaya, 75 years old, one of

the fishermen who had to move their ancestral fishing ground laments as follows:

We fishers had many problems back then, when the nation shifted into an
industrial nation. We suffered from water pollution and from losing our
young successors to a modem fashioned life in big cities. We all understood
that the industrial development was a necessary thing for the nation's
wellness, but it was a different story for us to give up our ancestral fishing
grounds for development. We wanted to continue to use the fishing grounds.
We felt so much pain from the loss.., that the economic enthusiasts never
understand.

The above statement made by Kumagaya-san reveals a persistent cultural value

toward the community's land and fishing grounds, a value which has remained in

people's minds for a long time. Such attachment is generally expressed with

emotional reactions which I observed in many fishermen's reactions in Karakuwa.

While several generations of local fishermen struggled to find a way to succeed in the

aquaculture production, major changes took place in the Karakuwa fisheries and community in

areas such as technology, environment, family structure, and cultural beliefs. The changes

reveal a closely connected relationship among the technology, the environment, and the

culture. When the technology changed from the traditional norishiba poles to the synthetic
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and structures were changed from a family operation to an automative industrial style, which

required less human labor. Because the transformations in technology also affected the manner

and scope of natural resource exploitation, the environment also changed in accordance with

the rate of exploitation that satisfied human needs. For example, many fishermen in the

Karakuwa and around the Kessennuma Bay area have noticed environmental changes in their

fishing grounds that have intensified the degree of pollution both in frequency and degree.

These changes have negative effects on the lives of those who depend on the sea. In addition,

people's values vary along with the changes in the technology and the environment. In other

words, such transformations are results of the chain reaction of the three elements that are

often complicated and intermittently combined with each other. The changes in technology,

environment, and culture continue to be synthesized and dissolved with human intention and

interventions.



CHAPTER 5

FISHERMEN'S REFORESTATION MOVEMENT

The fishermen's reforestation activity is one of the recent events that have taken place

in many coastal fishing communities in Japan since about ten years ago. Currently, there are

thirty-two fishermen's groups engaged in similar reforestation activities in the nation.

Although the fishermen's activities deal with water pollution issues, they are initiated

differently from other protest movements led by thousands of pollution victims from the major

"big four" incidents that occurred during the post-war period (mercury poison in Minamata,

Itai-Itai disease in Toyama, and Yokkaichi air pollution). The fishermen's reforestation

activities have started with the fishermen's growing sense of crisis about the future sustenance

of their way of life. The movements are primarily based on grassroots cultural activities.

Japanese fishing based economy has been in a declining trend since the late 70s, when the 200

nautical miles exclusive economic zone was put into effect. Because Japan has increased

importing fish from other countries, local fishermen have been thrown into a severe price

competition. In addition, main coastal fishing grounds, usually located at the mouth of major

rivers, have been jeopardized by water pollution caused by municipal sewage, industrial

wastewater, and dam constructions upstream. The growth of aquacultural stocks have become

slower because of severe damage caused by the red tide. Moreover, depopulation has

occurred in most local fishing communities in Japan; young people have migrated into big

cities to find jobs or to pursue higher education. Faced with the hard reality, the local

fisherman's groups initiated their own reforestation movements to revitalize their traditional

culture, local environment, and fisheries.



The reforestation movement includes an annual ceremonial activity in which

fishers and volunteers plant trees on the slopes of mountains to demonstrate the ecological

connection among the forests, rivers, seas, and towns. The reforestation activity has continued

more than ten years now throughout the nation mainly by members of local fishing

cooperative associations (FCAs) and volunteers from urban cities6. Among the fishermen's

groups, "The Forest and Sea are Lovers" group in Karakuwa initiated the fishermen's

movement, which has drawn national attention. Since 1989, the group has been led by

Shegeatsu Hatakeyama who is a local fisherman operating an oyster farm in Karakuwa.

Fishermen's reforestation movement in Karakuwa
"Umi wa Mon no Koibito"- Forest and Sea are Lovers-

In the fishermen's reforestation movement, the view of nature, as the ecological

connections among forests, rivers, seas and people, is the core concept believed by the

participants. Although such knowledge of the ecological web and practice of reforestation has

been held for generations among local villages and communities in Japan (Tomiyama 1974),

the knowledge is less regarded by young generations. Mr. Hatakeyama took the initiative

approach to embody such traditional ideas and practices in words and actions that brought

people, especially the young generations, to environmental awareness. Mr. Hatakeyama

thinks his phrase that "the forest is a sweetheart of the sea, and the river is the matchmaker"

brings people quick understanding of the purpose of the reforestation activity. In the annual

reforestation ceremony, with Mr. Hatakeyama, the local fishermen and volunteers from towns

and cities gather together to plant young beeches and dogwoods for "the people who will be

6 The location of the reforestation area varies among groups. Generally, many local FCAs cooperate
with town government officials because mostly upstream forests are owned by Japanese government.
In addition, the members need some professional advise about forestry for selection of suitable area to
replant and providing after-care of the forest. These tasks are difficult to carry on without supports
from government. Therefore, the FCAs initially try to contact with the department of the Agriculture,
Forestry, and Fishery in town and prefectural government.
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here 100 years from now." Driven by this belief, Mr. Hatakeyama and his members have

created their slogans and poems, published several books, and given lectures to enlighten

listeners of the connections about mountains and ocean. This is a newly modified version of

an environmental ethic that was once held as traditional common knowledge and has now

been fitted into a modem situation.

Mr. Hatakeyama

A leader of the fishermen's reforestation group in Karakuwa, the "Forest and Sea are

Lovers," Shigeatsu Hatakeyama, 58 years old, is one of the ordinary oyster culture fishermen

practicing since his father started in the 1940s. He is also an author of several books

beautifully written about the fishing village and memories of his childhood, showing great

curiosity toward animals, especially oyster and other sea creatures. Generally, many fishers in

Karakuwa have no college degree since they become fishermen right after junior high school

(compulsory education up to the middle high). Therefore, they mostly shy away from all sorts

of academic activities and never consider becoming a writer. Mr. Hatakeyama, on the other

hand, continues his work as a writer, and has already published several books. One of his

articles is featured in textbooks for elementary school students. Mr. Hatakeyama is respected

by others not only as a successful oyster culture fisher, but also as a wise man who knows how

to use words in public.

It all started from his trip to France. In 1980s, when he went to France to inspect and

to study local French fishermen's excellent skills of culturing oyster, he was stunned with

their production of oysters of better quality than his own, and he saw the estuary of the River

Loire which was rich in creatures he used to see everywhere in Japan when he was small.

When I saw the brownish color of the seawater, I instantly knew its richness
in nutrition and productivity. Moreover, I saw a lot of sea creatures I have not
seen for a while in my fishing ground, such as a bunch of sea horses, shrimps,
eels, clubs and so on. I exclaimed: 'You are here!' And, I heard the reason
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why the River Loire's estuary was so rich in creatures from the local fishers. The
upstream area was densely covered with deciduous forests. (Hatakeyama)

Mr. Hatakeyama noticed that each of the oyster supply areas was located at the mouth of a

river, which had a rich deciduous forest by the headwaters. The statement above is about Mr.

Hatakeyama' s experience at the tideland of River Loire's mouth, which reminded him of the

way Kessennuma Bay was when he was a youngster. At the same moment, he remembered

part of the local knowledge among coastal fishermen---"the rise of the river after rain will

bring good oysters." Then, he realized that fishermen need to care for not only their coastal

sea, but also woods and rivers that affect the water quality of the fishing ground. This

experience opened his eyes to the necessity to look at what has been going on in the upstream

areas of the River 0-kawa in Japan, which flows and merges into his fishing ground.

Upon his return, he visited one of the upstream villages, Murone in Iwate prefecture,

to see what people thought about his view of the connection between the mountain forests and

ocean. He found out that several important relationships did take place between the sea and

forest upstream. First of all, the connection has been symbolically demonstrated through the

annual purifying ceremony of the Murone shrine. The main part of the ritual is to carry the

god figure down along the River okawa to its mouth by a group of fishermen---not by the

mountain rice farmers, even though they live nearby the shrine. The ceremony has been

practiced for about 1,200 years, and the water used for the purification must be seawater from

the estuary, not the fresh water from the mountain (the Karakuwa history). Mr. Hatakeyama

had been wondering about why the fishermen had a significant part in the rice farmers'

ceremony until his trip to France. He thought that traditional knowledge of the ecological

connection was contained in the ritual as wisdom from the ancestors. He says: "Our ancestors

knew better than us about the connection between the sea and the mountain, and that is why

fishermen take a part in the farmer's ritual." He confirmed the understanding that he received
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at the mouth of the River Loire in France because he perceived the subtle message in the

ancient ritual that the sea, forest, and people, are connected.

Another finding was that the upstream forest was badly degraded. The bad condition

of the upstream forest causes the river mouth water to turn muddy due to increasing amounts

of silt carried by the river after rain. This derives from the needle leaf forest, which covers

over half of the entire Murone village, where the Okawa River originates. The lack of care of

this forest is resulted from the recent retrenchment of forest workers and the lowered

economic benefits from Japanese cedar trees (needle leaf forest) that were a main source of

building material and fuel for centuries. The forest managing systems and workers are

severely damaged by the global market competition, and some private owners face

bankruptcy. Mostly, the native deciduous forests have been replaced by the commercially

useful coniferous forest (sugi, hinoki, hiba). Because the root system is shallower than the

deciduous trees, the conifer trees can barely hold the ground soil and it makes the ground

condition much more vulnerable to monsoon rain storms that end up causing heavy soil

erosion. This erosion makes aquatic creatures suffocate with muddy water, which is lower in

oxygen at the ocean bottom (Tomiyama 1974, Matsunaga and Hatakeyama 1999).

Along with the upstream forest degradation, Mr. Hatakeyama has paid more attention

to water pollution problems at Kessennuma Bay area where many coastal fishers operate their

aquacultures production and gill netting fishery. Since early 70s, the water in the Kessennuma

Bay was affected by not only the wastewater from the factories that had sprung up along the

Okawa River, but also by agricultural chemicals and synthetic laundry detergents that poured

into the river from farms and sewage lines. In addition, the bay water has frequently turned

muddy. This is caused by the silt that the river carries after the rain. In some bad years,

seaweed farmers along the bay found the seaweed's seedlings all dead on the nets hung in the

seawater. Mr. Hatakeyama recalls that many fishermen just thought vaguely that the
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know what a small oyster fisherman could do about such big problems until his trip to France.

He now thinks the key solution lies in education, especially educating young people who may

become government officials in the future. He visualizes his reforestation activities to be a

more heuristic approach to bring a deep realization to both children and adults.

Moreover, Mr. Hatakeyama impressed the village farmers and the Murone forest

bureau members who manage the forest. Before his trip to France, he did not even think about

conmrnnicating with farmers upstream. Like many other fishermen at the Karakuwa

community, he had categorized people into "mountain people," "town people," and "sea

people," who had nothing to share. According to him, the sea people do not want to interrupt

other's business because the sea people's woridview and philosophy are very different from

the mountain people. However, he changed his way of thinking. With his eloquence, he

instantly took off the villagers' usual suspicious mental guard toward any outsiders. The

village farmers allowed him to use a section from their nearby mountain for reforestation of

deciduous trees and also offered some seedlings. The villagers and bureau members'

generosity came from not only the seemingly authentic content of the story of the ecological

connection of the forest and sea, but also from the words and expressions Mr. Hatakeyama

used as he talked to people. He spoke slowly from a phrase to phrase with a quiet but strong

manner, and his insightful eyes calmly looked through each listener's eyes. The director of

Murone village forest bureau explained the impression of his first encounter with Mr.

Hatakeyama as following:

His way of talking has some gravity to suck people's mind into his cosmic
reality.. .in a good way, I mean. He is the magician of word usage. He can
use them poetically, bravely, authentically, objectively, and all his speech
sounded so familiar that it was like someone in my family speaking. I felt he
is right about the significance of deciduous forest. I also felt proud of our
ancestors because they had managed and kept the forest elaborately. The
forest has still meant to us beyond thousands of years.
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His contact with Murone villagers succeeded because since then general

enthusiasm for environmental preservation has been aroused among the villagers and to some

positive outcomes: lower reliance on agricultural chemicals and the production of soap from

waste oil. Farmers along the river stopped dumping the weeds they had cut off the riverbanks

into the river because this could further contaminate the sea. Children in the local elementary

school visited Mr. Hatakeyama' s oyster farms on a field trip to learn about the fisherman's life

in general and about ecology7. They learn that oysters and other small organisms grow by

eating plankton, which are microscopic marine organisms; that the growth of plankton

requires a sufficient supply of iron and magnesium; that these nutrients exist abundantly in

broadleaf forest humus rather than needle leaf forest; and that the nutrients are transported

down the river and into seawater. Mr. Hatakeyama has learned through observation and

contacts with scientists that the layer of humus plays a vital role in nurturing oysters in the

Kessennuma Bay where the local fishermen operate their aquaculture farm8.

After Mr. Hatakeyama came back from the initial contact with villagers upstream, he

had already made up his mind to do what he felt was right. He called his fellow oyster

fishermen and started to plan out how they could inform and share with many people the

significance of revitalizing the concept of the ecological connection that has been transmitted

to the people through the medium of rituals and cultural knowledge for the past 1200 years

ago. He made catch phrases of the connection such as "mon wa umi no koibito" (A Forest

and Sea are Lovers) and carried out the first reforestation ceremony at the Murone village in

1989, some hundreds of people participating and local newspapers and TV reporters in

Moreover, he has received letters from elementary school children who came to visit his oyster farm at
Karakuwa on their field trip. Mr. Hatakeyama tries his best to answer questions some of them asked.
In turn, he sometimes asks children questions to try to encourage further communication.

8 The detail of the geological and biological functions of the ecological connection between forest and
coastal sea will be discussed in next section: "Supporters of Mr. Hatakeyama and the reforestation
movement".



attendance. At the site, the participating fishers raised each fishing boat's flag that included

drawings such as a red snapper, big waves, and turtles with vivid blue and red colors, all of

which are regarded as lucky charms among fishermen in Karakuwa. Seeing the Karakuwa

fishers' various flags waving over the planting site, Mr. Hatakeyama felt such bravery "like a

samurai soldier," he said. He thought his mission was proceeding; "one down, a couple more

to go."

After this ceremony was broadcast, he received a great deal of support from all over

the nation. Many other fishing cooperatives indicated their intentions were the same as Mr.

Hatakeyama; they would do anything to protect their coastal sea environment from any types

of pollution, red tides, and sea desertification. The Japan Fishing Cooperation itself has held

several annual symposiums where members of the FCAs in Japan has been invited to join the

discussion about what each local cooperation groups could do both to protect their fishing

ground and to ensuring fishery productivity. In addition, he received support from the local

Karakuwa fishermen and their families. The local fishers believe the connections as "a sincere

truth" and "intuitively known truth." One of the fishers' conmiented; "Those who work

everyday at the sea can understand and feel the connection." They seem to have developed

some cultural insights through the accumulation of many years of experiences at sea.

Therefore, the local fishers have regarded Mr. Hatakeyama's reforestation activity as

meaningful. Some of them express their strong beliefs that reforestation will eventually bring

their current unproductive coastal sea back to the water, replenishing it with fish.

Supporters of Mr. Hatakeyama and the reforestation activity

In the meantime, Mr. Hatakeyama has influenced many people living in different

regions and widened his relationships accordingly. He met one of his important supporters, an

ocean chemistry scientist, Katsuhiko Matsunaga, who is a professor at Hokkaido University.
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He has investigated a function of the organically complex iron, which he hypothesizes as

one of crucial chemical components of the nutritional substances derived from deciduous

forests that eventually flows downriver merging into the ocean to help the growth of seaweed

(brown kelp). Accordingly, the brown kelp forest fosters coastal creatures as a foundation of

the food chain9. One day, Mr. Hatakeyama watched a TV program in which Professor

Matsunaga talked about the correlation between the sea desertification and deforestation

upstream. Immediately, Mr. Hatakeyama went to see Professor Matusnaga and his scientific

study on the ecological relationship by flying up to Hokkaido, the northernmost island of

Japan. Mr. Hatakeyama had been looking for scientists who studied the ecological connection

because it could stand as a great support for the fishermen's reforestation activity. Due to the

credibility of scientific analysis, Mr. Hatakeyama thought that more bureaucratic leaders

might start to consider the matter more seriously.

Professor Matsunaga has been studying the sea desertification phenomenon since

about twenty years ago. The desertification has been noticed among fishermen in the inshore

waters of northern Japan since the 60s. The bottom seaweed beds and rocks are all covered

with white limestone like algae (coralline red algae), which has killed the sea forests that used

to be brown kelp (E.Bicyclis or Kommbu) forests known for fostering diverse animal

communities (Matusnaga et al 1999). The brown kelp forests served as feeding habitat for

commercially valuable marine species including abalone and other reef fish. According to

Professor Matsunaga, his research area of the Japan Sea coast of Hokkaido Island was

dominated by kelp forests that extended about 1 km seaward in 1930s. However, by the late

60s, the area had been completely covered with coralline algae without any sign of kelp forest

recovery. He started wondering what caused the rapid shift of algae species, and he thought if

he looked into the changes in the nutritional availability to the two species, he might find an

The research done by Professor Matsunaga and his team is featured in Jurnal of Experimental Marine
Biology and Ecology 1999. Please see the reference at the end of this paper.



answer to the matter. He then targeted a significant function of the organic iron compounds

that are derived from humic substances into which broadleaf forests decay. The iron

compounds are one of the essential minerals to support the photosynthesis of kelp and green

algae. Also, the humic substances contain fulvic acids that prohibit the germination of

coralline (white limestone) algae spores. Therefore, decrease of the humic substances flowing

into the seawater encourages the germination of the white limestone algae, which causes sea

desertification.

In the big picture, Professor Matsunaga thinks that the decline of the kelp forest

conesponds with the development of riversides, roads, agricultural area, and cities associated

with deforestation of native woods during the 50s and 60s. Under the national guidance of

economic development in post war period, many local governments proceeded to work on a

river improvement scheme for securing water for the expanding municipal usage and for

avoiding devastating floods. Making a contract with local construction companies, the

governments started to restructure the native environment to suit the modern industrial society.

A large area of the riversides and roads were covered with concrete. In addition, the native

deciduous forest and mountain slopes have begun to change into a monoculture forest that

requires constant fixing and monitoring. The original meandering streams were straightened

up to function as a super drainage system that lets rainwater flow straight to the ocean without

allowing much time for soaking into the soil. Many streams feeding into the coastal water

have been blocked by dams and concrete impervious surfaces. This system forces rain water to

flow directly into drains without enough contact with the rich humus layer of the broadleaf

carpet. Originally, forests have a great capacity for accumulating rainwater like a sponge.

Eventually, the water, which is absorbed into this rich layer of humus soil, is slowly filtered

out and joins the streams. According to Professor Matsunaga, the filtering process contributes

to transport the nutrients, which includes organic iron compounds and fulvic acids, from the



rich humus soil of the forests down to the fishing grounds at the river mouth. These

nutrients foster the growth of the brown kelp sea forest and marine creatures that depend on it

for feeding and breeding sites. The benefits of the cyclical function of nature also promise the

local fishermen stability for their coastal fishery and good quality in aquaculture production.

Accordingly, Mr. Hatakeyama tells visitors, local fishermen and school children about

Professor Matsunaga and his research that convinces them of the importance of having a

holistic vision in their minds as to environmental problems. The listeners may be asking

themselves what does all their learning about the aquacultures and the woods and the food

chain have to do with human life and the environment. In other words, Mr Hatakeyama

functions like a megaphone to translate academic scientific work into lay terms to familiarize

people with the analytical perspective of nature. The Mr. Hatakeyama' s enthusiasm had a

good influence over Professor Matsunaga' s belief that "everyone has a great potential to

change the world into a better place."

Therefore, Professor Matsunaga himself has started to plant some seedlings of oak

trees and acorns with his friends in Hokkaido. They asked permission to use a site for their

planting activity from several local dairy farmers upstream from fishery grounds. He tells his

sense of responsibility and satisfaction by participating in the reforestation movement with his

friends as follows;

I am doing this planting ceremony because of the responsibility I have as a
college professor. We should not just sit pompously and build a conceptual
fort to protect one's elitism as long as possible. We should dedicate whatever
we have for others' betterment. When we apply whatever we have for others,
then that is the time we feel tne happiness. If we act just for self-fulfillment,
then we never get away from loneliness and other negative thoughts over our
existence.

Meanwhile, Professor Matsunaga has realized how difficult aiid burdensome the

reforestation activity becomes as time passes. He says; "Planting seedlings is the only activity

that is both fun and easy." After that, the Professor and his wife together, sometimes with all
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families of his team members went up to the seedling site to do weeding, supporting weak

stems from strong wind and protecting each seedling from vermin. Professor Matsunaga

comments that the work of maintenance is "onerous" and "hard for an older man like me."

They have to visit the site at least two times a week to check whether or not the supporting

poles are still standing and also to do more weeding. Summer time is the worst time because

weeds are so resilient. Professor Matsunaga and his members decided to recruit volunteers

who were willing to join the reforestation movement. However, they also learned that it

requires great patience to deal with people. Professor Matusnaga comments on the difficult

aspects of managing people as following:

Volunteers from cities come and join our activity just for the fun part of the
tree planting ceremony. The rest of the year, they forget about the trees and
their growth. They also forget about the message they are supposed to get
from the experience that is to apply their knowledge at home such as buying
shampoo that is biologically degradable, doing dishes with pure glycerin-
soaps, and many other things they can do.

Although Professor Matsunaga and his members have come face to face with such difficulties,

their enthusiasm over the activity has not faded away and they have kept practicing their

reforestation movement on Hokkaido Island. Professor Matsunaga says that his enthusiasm

toward the activity is derived from "his deeply held appreciation toward nature and his

deceased brother and ancestors." The statement above indicates the Professor's sincere

feeling to dedicate himself to the reforestation movement.

Another supporter of Mr. Hatakeyama is the principal of Karakuwa elementary

school, Keizou Sasaki, who enthusiastically supports the reforestation activity and the idea of

the connection between the forest and sea. He thinks the idea is a "genuinely truth" because he

said: "The idea is derived from local fishermen who have spent their entire life at sea and

depended on it for making their living." Principal Sasaki believes that there are some values

and knowledge that are difficult to translate into words or writing style to make people

understand. However, he thinks that people can truly come to understand such values through
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one's experience. In addition, he thinks that fishermen possess such values and knowledge

as their "physical sensations," which one has gotten from various experiences at sea. Hence,

he admires Mr. Hatakeyama's reforestation activity that encourages participants of the

activities to have their own understanding of the concepts of ecological connection through

their physical sensations based on experience.

For example, the education program at the Karakuwa elementally school includes

field trips to Mr. Hatakeyama' s work place so that students can experience what is to be a

fisher and see what the job itself consists of. Children ride on traditional fishing boats visiting

oyster culture rafts floating in a little offshore area, and observe how oysters attach themselves

on ropes hanging down from the raft. Also, the students help to make a hole on a scallop's

shell to put a string through to tie each shell together. After that, the pierced scallops are all

hung from the sea rafts.

While Mr. Hatakeyama finds the environmental problems disheartening himself,

teaching children about the function of the ecosystem gives him great satisfaction and hope.

I show them oyster's sperm and other planktons through microscopes, then I
suggest that they drink the cup of sea water by telling them it contains the
little creatures they just saw through microscopes. They taste the bitterness.
Then I ask them if they could drink the water if it were contaminated with all
sorts of man made chemicals that these sea creatures do not like.

The field trip to Mr. Hatakeyama' s oyster farm has become an annual event of the Karakuwa

elementary school's program to bring the students an awareness of the cyclical function of

nature.

Many other local fishermen indicate their approval with what Mr. Hatakeyama says

and does. "He is doing the right thing. We know the connection between forest and ocean

from the bottom of our hearts. We know how fresh water discharged from our mother river

Okawa affects our fishery" (local fisherman 57 years old, male). Other fishermen consider the

connection as "skin-to-skin knowledge," which means the fisherman can understand it through
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his intuitive sense, believing it almost instantly without having a thought over one's usual

skepticism. Consequently, most of the local fishermen do not dismiss Mr. Hatakeyama and

his activities as romantic fanatics like those in recent environmental movements in the cities.

In addition, the chief director of the local Hotel Kanyo, Mr. Takarada welcomes Mr.

Hatakeyama' s activities because the hotel gets more visitors on school excursions from many

other prefectures. The school teachers plan to visit Mr. Hatakeyama' s work place to let

students study ecosystems and the ethics of the ocean. Mr. Takarada says that "it is not only a

good educational advertisement, but also it gives visitors a good impression that our fish

products here in Karakuwa are fresh, healthy, and safe." The hotels and travel agencies never

miss the chance to develop commercial value out of the activities to bring more visitors to this

fishing community. They are the prime movers of the Muraokoshi village development goals

to seek profits, but the advertisement helps to spread the ecological idea to many other people.

The supporters of Mr. Hatakeyama' s reforestation movements have increased year by

year. His movement and names are now renowned among many people at different places.

Mr. Hatakeyama says; "Knowing people who have been sincerely thinking about their

environment and solutions to environmental problems becomes the greatest encouragement

for what I have been doing."

Critical views on Mr. Hatakeyama 's reforestation activities

Clearly, occupational differences affect people's views of the fishers' reforestation

movement. Most of the eighteen members of the Karakuwa town assembly are not in favor of

Mr. Hatakeyama's activity, even though their families are local fishers or retired fishers who

believe in the virtue of replanting the upstream areas. As a consequence, Mr. Hatakeyama has

not received any financial support for the reforestation activity from the local government.

The members insist that "we have to stick to the reality that this community is currently
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facing, and we cannot support idealistic activities" (Male, age 62). Most of the assembly

members believe Mr. Hatakeyama' s theory, but they think the efforts will be overwhelmed by

pollution. A member of the assembly, Satoru Hatakeyama, expresses his doubt over the

activity's long-term benefits since 'lust planting a couple hundreds or thousands of trees into a

small section of upstream mountain area will not improve the water quality down at the

ocean." He thinks the scale of the pollution problem itself continues to be larger than ever

before; thus, the effort of reforestation will be ruined by other multitudes of environmental

problems.

One of the serious disputes within the community now is over a plan to exploit

underground water for the increasing demands of local residents, which of course includes Mr.

Hatakeyama. The underground aquifer happens to be located under theMoune ward where

Mr. Hatakeyama resides and grows his oysters. Mr. Hatakeyama and his neighboring fishers

oppose the plan since they are afraid that the ground will subside eventually. Additionally,

Mr. Hatakeyama agrees that the ground water has offered "incalculable benefits" to oysters

and other sea creatures that feed on planktons which rely on a delicate balance of fresh and sea

water mixture for their lives (Hatakeyama 1999). The assembly members point out the

increasing demand for fresh water during every summer and that there are no other places in

the Karakuwa peninsula for securing fresh water other than this current facility, which uses the

only stream flowing through the area. Otherwise, the town would have to bring water down

from a nearby dam in a different prefecture through a pipeline that would need to be newly

constructed with estimated costs at about five billion dollars. The cost for a pumping facility

in the Karakuwa ground water is less than half of this cost.

When the disputes arise over the cost of constructing the new pipelines, Mr.

Hatakeyama and others bring out some of the unsuccessful development projects the village

assembly pushed on with. The community had an amusement park, called "Isaribi -park,"
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which was closed after a visitor was killed by a roller coaster accident at cost of two

hundred million dollars. In addition, the plan included building six public bathrooms on major

viewing spots in the community. The public toilets are "super-luxuriant and traditional" to the

extent that each one of them costs about three million dollars.'0 I heard several angry voices

from local people who blame the members of the assembly and those who voted for the

town's politicians to win an election. "That public toilet incident is the shame of our village

and I wonder how anyone on earth could have approved of carrying on such a stupid plan. We

could build our own house with that money they spent" (Male, a ship carpenter, age 65).

Cleanliness is culturally highly valued as a measurement of one's dignity. Therefore, the

village assembly thought that visitors to the Karakuwa community would infer the welcoming

message from the subtle indication of music in the "luxurious" public toilets. Mr. Hatakeyama

criticized the short-sightedness of the planning and said the money they wasted could have

been used for more productive activities, not only for his activities, but also for ecotourism

from which the entire village might have gotten great benefits.

According to the president of the local seafood processing industry, the reforestation

activity may help to develop great environmental ethics, but it remains idealistic. Even if Mr.

Ilatakeyama and his members could improve their environment and produce good quality

oysters, Karakuwa fishers need to overcome the reality of severe global price competition and

depopulation of the community. People tend to purchase cheaper products imported from

China; thus, this has brought enormous damage not only to the Karakuwa fishers, but also to

all kinds of domestic producers in Japan. Accordingly, "we have to find some useful direct

strategy on how the Karakuwa fishers can survive through the current price competition"

(president of local sea weed industry, Yamaka Inc.). He thinks Mr. Hatakeyama's movement

does not cure the acute economic crisis; therefore, the reforestation activities remain idealistic.

° The luxurious part I could find in the public bathroom was that there was background music playing
as I went inside and off as I went out.
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People tend to question the useful outcome of the reforestation activity. People

criticize Mr. Hatakeyama' s activities because through the reforestation movement participants

intend to leave an environment, which is based on and shaped by the traditional subsistence

methods to the future generations that probably will have more sophisticated technology and

energy sources. Some people criticize that if one wants to preserve the forest and ocean as

Mr. Hatakeyama and other enthusiasts try to envisage, one also needs to conserve suitable

technology to make a living from such things as traditional gear making, food processing

methods, preservation without using refrigerator, and so on. Considering the difficulty to keep

all of these cultural elements in the face of a transitional world, people tend to say that the

reforestation movement is just ideal, and thus it does not work well in reality.

Revitalizing traditional knowledge of the Karakuwa fishermen

Along with a demonstration of the ecological connections between forests and sea via

the annual reforestation ceremony, the school field trips to Karakuwa fishing grounds, formal

and informal talks, and publishing several books, Mr. Hatakeyama has attempted to revitalize

cultural values from the traditional knowledge of the Karakuwa fishermen, by incorporating it

in his reforestation activities. Through the activities, he and his members intend both to

protect environment and to revitalize their cultural identification as Karakuwa fishermen by

revitalizing their traditional knowledge. In this chapter, various Karakuwa fishermen's

traditional knowledge or kan, are explored through ethnographic style. Kan refers to the

indigenous knowledge which is described in the literature review section of this thesis. The

significance of exploring the various kan knowledge is because (1) kan is disappearing from

the Karakuwa community due to a lack of successors, and (2) Mr. Hatakeyama intends to

revitalize the kan with his reforestation movements. Due to the nature of this ethnography, I

will employ longer quotes to represent all aspects of this culture.



People in the Karakuwa fishing community particularly respect a part of their

traditional knowledge known by the Japanese term, "kan." Kan is especially valued by the

fishermen because they use it as they go fishing. Kan means a comprehensive knowledge that

can be applied to various specific situations (Hatakeyama 1999). Although "kan" is a

knowledge that anyone can learn, according to local fishermen, "it must be through a

combination of one's own physical and sensual experience outdoors, not through reading

textbooks." Most of the Karakuwa fishermen comment about kan as: "It is not easy to obtain

because it takes time." Each one of the fishermen has trained themselves since they were

small, and they have developed their own waza (mode of production and skills associated

with) and the kan to be a good fisherman. According to Mr. Hatakeyama, he also relies on

both of his kan and wasa that he has developed with his own senses and experiences trying to

be a best oyster fishermen. The local fishermen believe that the kan is a "vital skill that affects

one's success in fishing and survival from accidents." He intends to revitalize the fishermen's

traditional knowledge, kan, to the next generations, especially "contemporary people living

away from nature," because kan is accompanied with one's cognition of the ecological

connections of nature. Mr. Hatakeyama regards the fishermen's empirical process of

obtaining kan as significant because he and fishermen in Karakuwa believe that the

comprehensive knowledge of the kan brings people an awareness of the cyclical function of

nature. Mr. Hatakeyama considers viewing at kan as the "kokoro (heart) of Japanese," and he

wishes that kan could be "everybody's kokoro."

McGoodwin's explanation of "fisher-artisans" implicates the Karakuwa fishermen

who respect and have developed their own kan. "Fisher artisans" refers to fishers who

"fabricate much of their own gear, perhaps by weaving their own nets, fashioning fish pots

and traps with palm fronds and cordage, or employing crude, homemade watercraft, such as

log rafts or dugout canoes"(McGoodwin 1990:9). Until about forty years ago short after the
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W.W II, the "fisher artisans" in Karakuwa had made fishing gear and other necessities all

by hand. Such craftsmanship includes the skills, experiences, and intuition they apply to their

fishing effort. Kan is also a cultural concept that applies to McGoodwin's descriptions of the

"artisan" crafts of fishermen whose skills and senses vary a great deal among individuals.

Kan is a one's own intuition and insights that is praised and valued as the "artisan" craft of

fishermen who create and acquire it thorough trial and error by making their own fishing gear

and inspecting details of their environment to catch fish. Now, Mr. Hatakeyama is attempting

to revitalize the traditional fishermen's knowledge because the "artisan craft" or the "kan" is

disappearing with the lack of successors and lack of rooms to explore one's "art" in

modernized fishery. McGoodwin's "fisher-artisans" would be difficult to accommodate in the

technology of modernized fishing.

Freeman describes how each individual's mind works at developing one's own

knowledge (kan) with his metaphor of a computer:

A human brain functions as a "supercomputer," the brain is programmed to
collect and systematize knowledge, to intuitively filter out background noise
and discern chaos, and to draw normative conclusions form various disparate
data sets (via group experience extending through preceding generations)
pertaining to the same general ecological system in all varying states. The
programs which run the computations in this supercomputer may be old, quite
traditional in fact, but the data-base is constantly updated as new data
pertaining to changing environmental circumstances alter the behavior of the
biological communities which provide the empirically derived data which the
brain receives, stores, and analyses" (Freeman 1998).

Kan can be described as a kind of "supercomputer" placed inside of each one of the

fishermen's head. The fishermen constantly "update" their fishing knowledge learning from

their own experiences that ranges from subtle events to major life-threatening experiences.

The Karakuwa fishermen believe that a man who has a large stock of knowledge (the

Freeman's "data sets") possess "the best kan that ensures the man will be a successful

fisherman." In the literature review of this thesis, the 1K is explained as a way of knowing

one's environment and its ambiguous nature. The explanation of the 1K is particularly
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community. The indigenous people regard an experience as a crucial way to acquire

knowledge because it is the way to determine personal skills and patterns in the ecosystem

(Battiste 2000). Likewise, kan is ambiguous, and also it is composed of numerous accounts of

personal experiences and understanding through one's senses and instincts, which is

analogous to the "supercomputer."

Kikuo Miura (72 years old), a small-scale fisher, also known as the master of sea

squirt fishing, talked with his big smile engraved on his moon-shaped face. It is one of the

characteristics that Karakuwa fishers have in common, their sharp look with the engraved

smile. People think that these fishermen learned the different expressions as a way to take

their mind off the unstable nature of the fisher's life. The wrinkles on their faces are curved by

the long hours working under strong sunshine and early morning cold temperatures at sea. As

I met Miura-san, he wore a gray wool knitted cap, which he himself made, a worn out dark

blue windbreaker, nylon pants and rubber boots. It is a typical fisherman's outfit around this

community. Miura-san describes his view of sea squirts fishing and skills as follows:

Now, most sea squirts (hoya)" sold at a store are cultured, not natural ones.
The cultured one looks nice and fat, but it tastes plain. The natural one tastes
much better. It is sweeter and fresher. The difference in tastes is like the
difference between the first-rate sake and second rate, although in the case of
sea squirts a price does not reflect the difference. People do not eat hoya so

much, thus most of them do not care much about the price.

The sensitivity in taste is an important ability for fishermen to be successful. One's

learning of the good taste of fish and shellfish measures one's skills to produce valuable

aquaculture of shellfish and seaweed that can be sold at a good price at the market. Detecting

the differentiation in a flavor of the "natural" and "cultured" hoya as Miura-san does is a

Seasquirt (hoya) or Tunicate is a primitive sessile animal that screens food particles out of water. The
marine animal mostly live in the northern Sea of Japan. The Karakuwa coast is the northernmost
habitat. People eat raw sea squirt with soy source. It is considered one of the delicacies among various
kinds of seafood.
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common practice among people in Karakuwa. What one ate at the one's last meal and how

t was tasted are always part of daily conversation among people in Karakuwa. Particularly,

some people find a tremendous pleasure in their ability to sense subtle differences in the tastes

of food such as the freshness of sashimi (row fish) and soy sauce.'2 In addition, because the

fish, in general, is perishable and some of them are toxic for humans, developing a keen sense

of taste and flavor of fish is important in regards to one's safety.

Miura-san has been fishing for natural hoya for about 50 years. Fishing hoya requires

Miura-san' s knowledge of kan because the marine creatures are attached to a rock 20 m under

at the sea. Miura-san is never able to "see" the creatures on the bottom from his boat.

Therefore, utilizing his kan, he fishes for hoya like "groping about in the dark" by poking his

long pole into the sea. He explains it as follow:

I fish for hoya with a fishing spear about 23 m long, which I made, relying
only on my intuition and the sense I get through my spear touching a group of
sea squirts attached to a side of a rock. I visualize the picture of sea squirts
under the sea by only using my sense coming from my spear. I catch them
everyday during the season (May-August) about 150-200 sea squirts (on a
very lucky day) and earn about 10,000 yen per day ($89.00). The sea squirts
living in shallow water (5-lOm deep) are valueless since they are small due to
slow growth affected by the warm water and too much sunlight penetration.

Miura-san polished up his fishing skills (waza) and developed his intuition (kan)

through personal experience from trial and error. Likewise, other fishers in the community

have acquired their skills in a similar fashion as indicated in Miura-san's expression of

"groping about in the dark." The development of fishing skill is usually acquired through the

actual experience of doing intimate daily "conversations" with the ocean. The conversations

occur quietly thorough many observations and by imitating others. Miura-san recalls the

observations and learning of the fishing skills in his life as follow:

12 Soy sauce is an important seasoning for Japanese cooking as well as sake (rice fermented alcohol)
and salt. The soy sauce is made of salt and fermented steamed soy bean. The Karakuwa people are
particularly concerned about the soy sauce because it affects the taste and flavor of the fish. They taste
a degree of saltiness and umami, which is the fifth element of taste (along with salt, sweet, sour and
bitter), discovered by Japanese and being studied by food scientists the world over.
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How did I develop my skill? Well. . .1 just watched my father and the things other
good fishers were doing. Nobody told me how to fish with a step-by-step
procedure. It is a sort of learning from imitation and contemplation. I tried to
catch hoya like my father did, but I was not as good as him. So, I wondered
why I could not, and I tried in many ways I could think of until I felt good
about my fishing.

The indigenous knowledge of kan is a way of knowing one's environment. Miura-san

and other local fishermen regard the "experience" as a crucial way to acquire

knowledge because it is the way to determine personal skills and patterns in the

ecosystem. According to Henderson, the indigenous learning as: "It requires learning

languages and the diverse realms and forces contained within and beyond language"

(Henderson 2000:206). The daily "conversations" with the ocean and the learning

process of the "imitation" by the local fishermen indicate the essential part of the 1K

that is the "beyond language."

In the process of acquiring fishing skill, one has to be well versed in making

one's own fishing gear. The gear making is always accompanied by an intimate

knowledge of material plants such as where, how, and when the plants grow and how

to secure them. Natural resource users tend to develop their indigenous knowledge of

how to live in the environment with such utilitarian purposes (Kirsch 2001). Here is a

long quote below from Miura-san describing how he obtains plant materials for his

fishing gear making and what kinds of plants he utilizes.

I spend a lot of time making my fishing gear until I feel it is suitable to my
hands. I go into nearby mountains to collect materials for making my long
fishing spear, which is specialized for sea squirt fishing. I need a nice flexible
gumi tree branch that cannot be broken so easily. It lasts long, even though
the rod is curved thinly (1.5-2 cm diameter) to suit my grip. Another
important material is the Azusa tree branch that does not rot so fast due to its
heavy and firm material. The Azusa tree branch makes up the head part of the
spear rod with the attachment of a metal hook. Both materials are always
available around here, so I do not worry about a shortage of them. But,
bamboo shoots (made into a long float) are getting a little scarce recently
because many private owners have sold their "mountain" (land) to
commercial logging companies, so that I cannot go into the mountain so
easily to get the bamboo shoot I want. Before, I just asked the private owner
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(usually one of his neighbors) for permission to go into the mountain to secure my
fishing gear material, but now not many people do it. They just buy gear from
fishing shops. The bamboo shoot taken during the coldest snowing day of
February is the best material for making a fishing rod. Its flexibility is
miraculous. Somehow the winter cold temperature makes the bamboo easy to
handle, I guess. To master making one's own fishing gear is a very important
step to being a successful fisherman. In addition, before anything else, you
have to love your profession to be good. In my case, that is to fish sea squirts.

With such daily observational behavior, some fishermen in the community have

developed an ingenious sense of awareness of the changes in the sea environment since they

were small. The fishermen's awareness of subtle changes in their environment is derived from

their knowledge of kan, which Mr. Hatakeyama refers to as "a stock of knowledge that has

been built up over time through one's own trial and error to be a successful fisherman." In

other word, because the sea is an interface, from which a fisherman receives and gives

feedbacks, the fishermen are sensitive to any changes happening to their fishing grounds and

surrounding natural environment.

A retired fisherman (82) commented as follows: "About 20 years ago, the ocean was

rich in all kinds of fish, sea shells, and sea weeds. There were many large abalone (about 25

cm) attached to every rock you saw. But, now, we can catch abalone ten times less than before

and we rarely see such large ones anymore." Another fisherman recognizes such

environmental change through sea creatures. Yasunari Kameya (69), who has devoted his

entire life to fisheries, comments: "Now, for unknown reasons, every naturally grown sea

urchin's flesh has a dark pink color. I guess it is because of changes in water temperature and

pollution by all sorts of detergents. They used to be bright pinkish orange and taste very

sweet." Katus Kumagai, who is a gilinet fisherman, recalls the richness of their environment

as:

I used to catch countless eels for our dinner at a nearby stream. I remember
that I even felt scared of all those eels being entangled with each other. It
looked like a large slimy and shimmering black being. In addition, in a mating
season, this neighborhood was filled with the calls of frogs and bugs.



Thousands of fireflies were flying around. We went to catch them on summer
nights just for fun and enjoyed the beautiful sight of thousands of tiny green-
yellow lights dancing in the air. There were numerous killifish (medaka) in
every stream. Now, you see that these creatures have decreased in numbers
and lost their breeding sites and burrows because streams and banks have
been covered by gray concrete just for human convenience.

These artisan fishers' simple mode of fishery that is associated with the knowledge of

kan has naturally slowed down the rate of exhaustion of natural resources. McGoodwin terms

the natural limitations, in which one utilizes less electric power, as the "passive indigenous

regulation" (McGoodwin 1990:115). For example, because of less availability of materials,

people tried to keep their tools and materials lasting longer. Such technological simplicity of

fishing skills set some limits on one's ability to obtain fish and it may be considered one of the

important roles that traditional knowledge played in the community (Hatakeyama 1999). Mr.

Hatakeyama earnestly believes that the revitalization of traditional knowledge of kan entails

the "passive indigenous regulation" on the community. For instance, having boats too small

and slow to go very far offshore or "unable to carry large nets may keep fishing effort and fish

mortality at acceptable levels" (McGoodwin 1990: 114).

An old woman who used to be a fisher helping her husband comments:

We used to utilize anything from nature we could use for our living. I think
there was not much garbage. So, there were no waste dump cars to pick them
up. We took good care of our tools, clothes, and all other things we had, and
we kept them in as a good condition as possible by fixing, polishing, and
reusing them repeatedly.

However, the passive indigenous regulations of teclmological simplicity are now considered

as something that happened in the past, indicated by the people's frequent usage of an

expression: "used to be." The traditional knowledge of kan is less highly regarded among

young generations in the Karakuwa community, who are accustomed to a modernized social

system and "automated" technology.

Fumio Iwabuchi (68) is the one who directly observed such technological changes

from "manual" to "automatic" in the community. He is a shipwright who is the only one left in



the community with the skill of building traditional wooden boats. He thinks that a change

from a traditional style boat to a modem motorboat has been remarkably rapid among fishers

as the nation's economy developed since W.W II. The traditional-style ship (wasen) lasts for

twenty years or more depending on the owner's care, including avoidance of soaking in the

rain, which makes the wood decay faster. However, a motorboat is considered as "fast, cheap,

and convenient for purchasing and maintenance," and many fishers started to purchase the

"modem plastic boat." Iwabuchi-san, the shipwright, sees the modernizing change as

"abandoning wooden culture," and does not think of the change as an improvement or

progress; instead it is a "degradation of humanity." In contrast, a user can appreciate a

shipwright's ingenious skills and effort through wooden boats, each of which varies in detail.

Many express the value and importance of the wooden products because they can feel a sense

of "warmness" in their hearts by imagining the carpenter's soulful effort in creating it. On the

other hand, a mass-production-motorboat does not make people feel this way; rather, it is

considered as a temporal "soul-less" fishing gear. Thus, maintaining the traditional style is

considered as an ideal in the current community, while the widespread use of motorboats is

regarded as a reality in which people prioritize, despite the fact that many still disagree with

using this new technology. The people cannot help using the motorboat because the efficiency

sought with modernization may give people some extra free time. On the other hand, the

"soul-full" traditional boats give a sense of pleasure to the users. For instance, the time they

spend on maintenance and the care of their "imperfect" traditional boats were valued highly

by fishers. "For us, fishing gear and boats are part of our bodies"(Male, retired fisherman).

The traditional wooden ship requires one to work with sculls and fishers train

themselves to manipulate the sculls well. They start by practicing and imitating their father

and uncles from a young age. They learn how to row out to sea. Manipulating the sculls is a

heavy physical work; therefore, the fishermen usually start learning early to develop their



muscles. Despite the slow speed of the traditional boat (maximum speed of sixteen knots),

"one can get more information from the view of the land and mountains as they go off shore"

(Male gill net fisher 78). The information such as how snow covers the top of a mountain and

the coloration of the atmosphere over the land helps fishers to predict weather that changes

within a few hours, knowledge that fishers must have for their survival in working off shore.

Today, people get information from TV and board the boat, heading straight for their fishing

spots and reaching the place within twenty or so minutes without "chatting with sea and land,"

meaning an inspection and observation of their environmental conditions on the way to their

own fishing site. "By depending on a computerized guiding and searching machine, fishers

lose their natural sense of detective style fishing skills and all sorts of knowledge acquired

from personal experiences at sea" (Male oyster aquaculture 58). Iwabuchi-san, the shipwright,

con-mients: "We are losing our knowledge of how to use nature with care especially with heart

or kokoro. Such knowledge is no use anymore. It disappeared with the change in technology

in fishing gear and boats."

Religious practices, superstitions, and taboos can also be considered as a type of

passive indigenous regulation of the environment (Mcgoodwin 1990, Tomiyama 1976,

Hatakeyama 1999). Hence the religious practices are significant traditional knowledge that

Mr. Hatakeyama contemplates revitalizing. Fishing is a dangerous occupation that has taken

away countless lives. Especially, when people utilized traditional gear and boats, it was

entirely one's responsibility to protect one's own life. There is a saying in the Karakuwa

community that expresses the risk and severe reality associated with their occupation: "the

bottom of a ship separates hell and this world." As a result of these dangers, fishermen have

practiced various taboos and magic to avoid bad luck such as maintaining abstinence and

bringing a pregnant woman onto one's own boat for good luck. I often saw a group of

fishermen gathering around an open fire the corner of the beach usually in the afternoon when



they finished their work for the day. What they did was drink sake, which is the Japanese

alcohol beverage made of fermented rice; they drank quietly, with their eyes looking

constantly over the sea from which they just returned. The practice of drinking sake, called

gen-naoshi (luck-mending), is widespread among fishermen whose spirits are depressed

because of a continuous scarcity of fish (Sakurada 1980). No matter how well prepared for

going out to sea, fishermen are always controlled by nature's forces. Even when two boats are

fishing along side each other and employing the same method, one may strike and the other

may miss. Therefore, it is no wonder the fishermen participate in numerous religious practices,

superstitions, and taboos, or whatever seems to influence the natural super power that brings

good luck and promises a good catch.

However, these beliefs and practices are now disappearing because young generations

do not believe in such traditional practices. One of the reasons is that their occupations are

mainly white-collar jobs in the city. "I cannot spare time to attend the religious practices held

in my home town and I do not know why I need to" (Beautician in Kessennuma city, young

female). A Shinto priest comments; "recently, many salary-man (Business man) do not have a

faith in anything anymore." He continues; "Historically our nation has been supported by our

people's deep faith in super powers (kami) that support everything in this universe, thus

people use to be more humble to nature. But, economic enthusiasm made Japan be a godless

nation, and people act very selfishly." Believing in the existence of such strong natural

powers affects fishers' behavior so that they act more humbly and obediently to regulations

over usage of the public fishing grounds (Hatakeyama 1999). The fishermen are afraid of

punishments when accused of breaking a law or acting immorally. They believe the

supernatural beings (kami) always check upon them. Nowadays, because of the technological

improvements on safety and the regulations imposed and monitored through the communities'

coast guard, few people believe in the divine eyes on their behavior and decision-making.



Participating in ceremonies and festivals is the fishermen's holiday. They do not

go fishing during the ceremonies. It could mean a natural regulation of avoiding over-

exploitation of resources (Matusnaga 1997). For example, each spring and fall, the ura-

matsuri (beach festival) is held at a beach (one of twenty nine beaches in Karakuwa peninsula)

to express thankfulness for all the blessings from a god enshrined at the beach. For a few days

during the festival, fishermen stay at home, away from the sea. At least once a month such a

religious event is held although they vary in scale. Several fishermen point out that such

religious ceremonial breaks tend to overlap with some fish species' breeding seasons.

However, there is no certain connection of whether or not the overlap has been set up

consciously for a protection of spawning fish without human's intervention.

The god commonly worshiped by fishermen throughout the nation is called Ebisu-

sama that is "a deity who is believed to protect occupational groups and to bring wealth to his

worshipers"(Sakurada 1980: 131). Ebisu-saina is widespread throughout the nation and

identified in many figures such as the personification of Saburo Ebisu, who is depicted as a

fisherman with a red snapper under his arm, a human corpse, a shark or a whale, and any

objects that are picked up from the sea bottom. The sacred objects are believed to have power

over the catch (Oto 1980). By having faith not only in Ebisu-sama, but also in other religious

gods and practices, people develop a sense of humility that reinforces the idea that "humans

must respect nature since it is a powerful force of substances" (Bennett 1993: 70). Thus,

religious belief can be considered as a sort of passive indigenous regulation over the use of

resources.

Another passive indigenous regulation in the community, which is now considered as

one ideal state, is what local people call; "horizontal relationship." It is an informal

relationship among (equal) community people fostered in various sizes of groups such as

fellow workers, passengers, neighbors, students, and country groups. It is different from the



formal hierarchical relationship practiced in Japanese society in which one who is younger

and less experienced has to indicate one's deference to a person usually older and positioned

in a higher status13.

Tn the Karakuwa fishing community, people valued the horizontal or fellow

relationship more than the vertical relationship because in their terms it was regarded as a true

human relationship or an ideal state. People try to build trust as they form the horizontal

relationships through helping others and sharing material and important information or ideas

such as personal secrets or tragedies. Through this process, people try to break formality into

informality, thus bringing outsiders into the inside and shifting from formal reality to an ideal

soul-to-soul human relationship.

For example, maintaining a good relationship with one's neighbors indicates a

horizontal relationship, and it is also an important survival skill that is socially derived out of

living in nature, which is filled with danger and unknowns such as typhoons, tsunamis,

earthquakes, and fires. There are many cultural strategies of building trust with others. In this

fishing community, exchanging the day's catch is one of them. Miura-san, the master of hoya

fishing, comments:

Whenever I catch extra fish or have the luck of a big catch, I always give
them away to my neighbors and friends. I am happy to do that since people
feel good too. We share the gift from our sea and we exchange them. You
never know if one day my family may need other people's help. Thus, we
need to maintain good relationships with others. But, now, only a few of us
old timers practice that kind of exchanging ritual. Young people do not
appreciate such practices anymore, I guess.

Also, such relationships are naturally fostered through sharing the daily chores of pulling up

boats on shore manually. Now, one can pull up the boat by oneself using an automatic pulling

13 This formal vertical relationship also indicates that a male is regarded as being in a higher status than
a female. However, recently, people act more casually on the vertical relationship between a male and a
female since there are many female bosses in business sections and in various other occupations, and
many women choose to be independent.



machine set at each wharf. Shigeko Miura (68), who still walks on beaches to collect

natural seaweed just for her own needs, recalls such relationships as follows:

We used to help each other all the time. When our men come back from
fishing, somebody use to let us know by calling "Ke-ette kita! Mieru zou!"
(Coming back! I see them!) Then, we all went down to the beach to help pull
the wooden boats up to the shore by pushing a big pulley with the help of
others. We had to use good timing for pulling the boat up since the fishing
boat may be overturned by a strong wave. You may think that the waves are
all the same strength, but actually each wave is different. Some are weak and
some are very strong. Even if it was a very cold day, we went down to pull up
the fishing boats. We all talked and gossiped while waiting for the next boats
coming into the beach. We were poor, but had good relationships with our
neighbors.

The reason that the horizontal relationship is considered as a passive indigenous

regulation is because the group solidarity functions to restrain one's selfish acts or

"diminishing of greedy self'(Bennett 1993). By belonging to these numerous egalitarian

groups in a community, almost everything is decided by group consensus, and actions are

performed in accordance with a communal cultural expectation that one should act modestly

and cooperatively. Otherwise, the "selfish act" is punished with being banished from local

society. "There would still be a connection with one who broke a law. As that one dies, we

would help in having a funeral ceremony, but that is all" (Male gill net fisherman 83).

However, in the present Karakuwa community, such horizontal relationships are regarded as

somewhat useless because they do not fit with changes brought by modernization. In a sense,

the informal regulation does not function in the present as before; thus, people intensely rely

on institutional regulations and monitors, even though they develop a sense of frustration

caused by knowing the costless and trust-based regulations once used to function very well.

"Nowadays, money is everything.. .that is Genjitsu, the reality "(Female, house wife 64).

Although the horizontal relationship may become a minor cultural concept in general, it is still

valued in the current Fishery Cooperative group and revitalized through Mr. Hatakeyama's

reforestation movement. In the following paragraphs, contrasting to the cultural (trust-based)



regulation of the horizontal relationships, the actual institutional fishery regulations in

Karakuwa will be explained.

The coastal fishery management of the Karakuwa FCA

A significant aspect in explaining the coastal fishery management of the Karakuwa

FCA is that the cooperative group itself has worked on several projects for protecting the

coastal environment and corresponding to the members' (the local fishermen) cultural and

economic needs under different principles from the Mr. Hatakeyama' s reforestation

movements. While Mr. Hatakeyama focuses on more cultural aspects, the Karakuwa FCA

emphasizes more on economy and team operation as a cooperative. h this section, both the

fishery regulations of the FCA in Karakuwa and its future possibility on contributing to the

Mr. Hatakeyama' s reforestation movement will be explained.

Historically, fishery regulations in Japan started in feudal times. At this time, there

was no legal system that governed the fisheries. Various local informal regulations and

agreements on the use of coastal fishing ground had been administered mainly by fishing

village guilds. Numerous fishing hamlets in the Karakuwa peninsula were organized into

twelve village guild groups: Ishihama, Osawa, Kosaba, Sakihama, Shibitachi, Shuku,

Tadakoshi, Tate, Naka, Nakai, Matusbatake, and Moune. (See Figure 1) Today, the twelve

divisions are now converted into official administrative usage and postal addresses in the

community. In the past, each guild consisted of several male representatives of each household

(Koshu) and it functioned not only as a management of using the common, but also for

security guarding and fire fighting for the community. The usage of the common was relative

to the local context. Generally, the exclusive right holders were basically all fishing villagers

and the exclusive common fishing ground was within the area extended seaward from the

coast to about 500m. Area outside of this was shared with everyone who wanted to use it. The



boundaries between adjacent village's fishing grounds were to be a straight extension of the

village boundaries (Karakuwa Fishery Report 2000). Whenever troubles happened over the

boundaries and fishing rights among fishermen, the guild groups functioned to mediate

between them.

Now, these guild groups have been unified into the Fishing Cooperative Association

under the fishery law of 1901 and following the fishery law of 1949. Today, instead of the

village guild group regulation, two basic management techniques have been amended by the

fishery law of 1949: licensing and fishery rights. The licensing system covers those fisheries

operating in coastal, offshore, and distant water in the catching of highly mobile fish. The

distant water and offshore licenses are granted by the Minister of Agriculture, Forestry and

Fisheries, and the coastal water is licensed by the prefectural governors. All other fisheries,

including angling, small-scale longline and gilinet fishing, and recreational fisheries are

considered as "free fisheries."

There are three types of fishery rights: (1)teichi-gyogyo-ken (large-scale-set-net

fishery right), that is defined as fishery operated in water deeper than 27m (at the point where

the main net is fixed). (2)kukaku-gyogyo-ken (delimited fishery ground), that generally means

for aquaculture. (3)kyoudo-gyogyo-ken (common fishery right) that has five categories of the

usage right of the common.

1. Type 1 ---fisheries operated to take seaweed, shellfish and other marine
Organisms.

2. Type 2---fisheries operated by submerging fixed net gear
3. Type 3---beach seine fishery, manual boat trawl fishery, angling using

bait fisheries by means of shelters
4. Type 4---withering mullet fishery or red sea-bream with sand lance

fisheries from a boat.
5. Type 5---inland fisheries, excluding those in designated lakes, apart from

Those specified in Types 1, above. (Matusda 1991)

This system of regulations includes the right to operate a particular fishery within a specified

sea, lake, or river area. The rights are officially granted to the local FCA, which distributes
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rights to all members. The Karakuwa FCA holds both type 1 and type 2 fishery rights in

four different assigned coastal areas (Figure 2). Also, there are 29 different sections delimited

for aquaculture (Figure 3) and four large-scale fixed nets. From these maps, we can see how

every single element of the commons has been regulated and monitored by each local FCA.

The rights cannot be loaned, rented, mortgaged, or transferred to others. Only the holder of

the right can fish in these areas.



Figure 2. Karakuwa Fishing Community Map

Figure 3. Common Fishery Right

Figure 4. Delimited Fishery Ground
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An interaction among governments and the FCA is illustrated below:

National Government

Prefecture

FCA
Fishing Right

Business Activities

Fishermen

Municipal
I

The national government initiates various programs and provides indirect assistance to the

FCA. The assistance includes: development of infrastructure for fisheries production such as

construction/improvement of fishing ports; development of coastal areas for fishery purposes;

development of coastal fishing ground, and road construction in fishing port areas;

improvement of fisheries business management; and subsidy programs for the construction of

community centers in villages, cold facilities, warehouses, and so on. When the FCA proposes

a project, the proposal passes through all agencies of the municipal, prefecture, and national

Fishery Agency. It is then submitted to the Ministry of Finance. Once approved, funds are

released and passed downward through the same procedures. The interaction between the

prefecture and the FCA is seen in the application for renewal of fishery rights. It is expected

that fishery rights and licenses will be distributed to increase maximum output and efficiency.
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These interactions among government agencies and the FCAs are mostly carried

out in an unofficial manner other than the formal meetings where the contents of the proposals

are quickly reviewed. The informality is valued among local groups because it provides an

opportunity for a person to appeal to the authorities in regards to how desperately one wants a

project to be promoted. Also, using some tactics such as showing one's "extra" care through

modest behavior is important. For example, at a first meeting, the local FCA members usually

present some gifts of local seafood (dried seaweed, delicacy of urchins and eels, and abalone)

to the government officials. The informal opportunities between the FCAs and the

government officials usually take place at a "sharing lunch" at the president's house or some

other local restaurants during the daytime, not after five o'clock. Usually, the FCA members

cover the cost of the lunch. The meetings are informal, but still considered as business

meetings. One of the executive members of the Karakuwa FCA, Katsuhiko Takahashi

explains:

Every one of us needs to behave extra modestly for impressing upon them
(government officials) that we are sincere and honest. Another important
thing is to ask them to come over and to inspect our local site. Bringing the
officials to our hometown helps us to establish good connection with them.
The connectedness becomes a key to getting support for our project from the
government.

The interaction between the municipality and the FCA centers on approvals of local

projects for resource enhancement such as the construction of artificial reefs. For example,

since the 60s, the Karakuwa FCA project called "Building Apartments for Fish" has been

promoted with a long term support from both municipal and prefectural governments. As an

active part of the project, the Karakuwa FCA has attempted to set the artificial reefs and a total

of 800 cemented blocks into several points of the coastal fishing ground. The cost was about

ten billion yen (about $100 million). The prefecture Fishery Research Institute has monitored

and researched the effects of the artificial reefs compared with natural reefs. A 1975 report of

the research institute indicated success of the project because many kinds of fish were



observed and counted around the artificial reefs compared to the natural ones where few

were observed (Sanriku news January 7 1976). Thus, the projects are promoted hand in hand

with governments and FCA institutes.

The Karakuwa FCA has now 1,275 members, and it carries out multiple functions

including administration of fishing licenses and rights, management of the coastal area,

marketing, financing, and intervening between the government and local community. In 2001,

the elected board of directors of Karakuwa FCA was composed of a president (kumiaicho),

seven regular members (riji), and two inspectors (kanji). These members are responsible for

managing the cooperative. Their main duties are to check that all decisions made through

general meetings (held once a year) are properly enforced and followed. Also, a monthly

meeting is held to discuss fishery-related matters.

The local decision making process is mostly based on daily informal meetings and

conversations among all members. Fishermen usually gather at the wharf or a corner of a

beach after fishing and discuss their catch and other things related to fisheries. In the group,

there are always a few family members of the executives of FCA involved. Thus, the FCA' s

head members have "eyes and ears" in the community. They are also always invited to all

kinds of ceremonies of the members such as marriages, funerals, beach festivals, and so on.

Without such horizontal connections that build trust among people, one cannot be elected on

to the board of the FCA. The board fosters collective values and effective participatory

decision making that reflects as many members' opinions as possible. The pre-described

horizontal relationships with fellow groups function very well to increase each member's

strong sense of conmiitment to the cooperatives. Seiroku Chiba (59), who is a chief accountant

of the Karakuwa FCA, talks about such relationships as follows:

On a rainy day, we used to gather in a house and discuss a lot about what the
troubles we had in fishing and about our future. We used to inspect various
beaches around here together and share information on the tidal flows and
other things we needed to know for a new introduction of aquaculture and so



on. There was always a leader who talked around with people and suggested some
ideas of improvements that were always worthy of contemplation.

Even now, belonging to and being identified with a particular group is a cultural need;

thus, individuality and self-sufficiency cause social barriers and disharmony in the

community. People are afraid of being cast out from the society they belong to. In a sense, to

be a member of the FCA is a necessary thing for those who want to live in a community as a

fisherman. One of the seaweed (Wakame) aquaculture fishermen comments; "Without the

FCA, being a small-scale family enterprise, we could not survive in such a competitive and

complex world." Belonging to a group such as the FCA promotes horizontal relationships

among the members. Hence, the traditional horizontal relationships are still to be valued and

best used among members of the FCA.

As a part of a local project working with the local government, the FCAs outside of

the Karakuwa area have started participating in the reforestation rituals in nearby mountains or

shoreline forests. They have followed Mr.Hatakeyama's action and actually invited him to the

reforestation ritual as a guest speaker. Mr. Hatakeyama thinks that attending such events is a

great chance to bring awareness of the ecological connections between the forest and sea to

many people across the nation. He says; "I will never reject any invitations. It is very

important to have face-to-face contacts with fishers in different areas. After all, we are not

good at reading; rather, we love to talk." While the reforestation activities are still small in its

scale compared to Mr. Hatakeyama' s activity, the reason for the longevity of the current

fishermen's reforestation movements is probably the trust-based relationships that encourage

teamwork and consensus around the group's goals and purpose.

The Karakuwa FCA itself, however, has not carried out such reforestation rituals yet,

even though Mr. Hatakeyama lives in the community as an oyster fisherman. Seiroku Chiba,

the chief accountant of the Karakuwa FCA, explains the reason: "We know the significance of

doing the reforestation ritual with our FCA, but Mr. Hatakeyama already has taken the
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initiative on it. Actually, our Karakuwa fishers have already participated in the

reforestation ceremony as volunteers. Thus, our FCA does not need to carry out a ceremony of

its own."

The members of the Karakuwa FCA, which includes almost all fishers in the

Karakuwa community, have been confused about which associations (the Karakuwa FCA or

Mr. Hatakeyama' s movement) they should mainly belong to. In other words, the members are

confused about which side they should take part in: promoting the local economy with the

local FCA or revitalizing their traditional culture and environment with Mr. Hatakeyama. For

example, many fishermen wish to take part in the Mr. Hatakeyama's side; however, they have

to make their two ends meet in monthly basis. For most of the local fishermen, subsistence

comes first, and they spend a great deal of time on fishing and the related tasks. In addition,

the local fishermen cannot deny finding their own satisfactions from the improvement in

fishing technologies and other various benefits that the modernization has brought in. The

local fishermen are, however, deeply aware of the inconsistency between the convenience of

the modem technologies and the traditional ecologically balanced life style. If a fisherman

decides to go along with the FCA side, he or she feels like "betraying" the traditional identity

as the Karakuwa fisherman and sacrificing the local ecological balance for the economic

development or so called, the "money." To explain the confusion, many fishermen in

Karakuwa make a contrast of the two: the "money" as economy and kokoro [genuine feeling]

or kan [intuition] as an essence of their traditional culture. The latter two are the local

people's indigenous view and way to deal with nature. The confusion is deeply rooted in

whether or not they can sacrifice their traditional ecological views and life style for their needs

of money. The local fishermen think that if they emphasize too much on the "money" aspect,

then they lose their kokoro and kan. The local fishermen are confused because they see a

contradiction between the economy and the traditional culture.
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Almost all fishermen in Karakuwa are now financially challenged, and many of

them doubt the economic benefits from participating in the Mr. Hatakeyama's reforestation

activity. Although Mr. Hatakeyama intends that the revitalization activities would bring about

promising prospects for both the economic and the environment, obviously his activity is not

suited for dealing with the acute economic crisis of the Karakuwa fishermen. A chief

accountant of the Karakuwa FCA, Chiba-san comments; "I understand the significance of

Hatakeyama-san's reforestation activity, but it will take a long time to see the actual results.

Nature changes slowly, but humans do not." To avoid further confusion, most of the members

want the local FCA to take a roll on the administration of fishery rights and regulations, and

Mr. Hatakeyama to concentrate on the environmental and cultural revitalization activities. By

assigning different roles to each organization, the Karakuwa fishermen or members of the

FCA can participate in both activities alternatively without indicating publicly their position

on either side of the economy or the environment. The local fishermen have made a

compromise to the controversy through compartmentalizing the two roles. The significance of

the aspect is detailed in the next chapter.

In this chapter, by documenting Mr. Hatakeyama' s reforestation movement as the

main topic, the other cultural aspects of the Karakuwa fishing community, especially the

current ongoing modernization processes and effects are explained with the ethnographic

manner. It includes the local people's perspectives based on what sort of things and events

have been lost and gained through time. Together with many supporters, Mr. Hatakeyama has

attempted revitalizing the community's traditional culture to deal with the contemporary

problems through his reforestation movement. Likewise, the Karakuwa FCA can be

considered a mediator between the tradition and the modern. Historically, formation of the

FCA has been derived from the existing traditional guild groups in fishing villages; therefore,

the current FCA is a combination of tradition and modernity. Faced with the "hard" reality of
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environmental, social, and economic changes, the FCA has dealt with such changes via a

systematic approach under the protections of laws and regulations together with the

government. In the next chapter, a cultural model of the people in the Karakuwa fishing

community is analyzed based on my field data presented in the chapter 4 and 5. The model

reveals the local people's emic perspectives of nature and their own coping method to deal

with the changes caused by modernization.
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CHAPTER 6

ANALYSIS

My analysis of people in the Karakuwa fishing community and the fishermen's

reforestation movement focuses on a cultural model of the local people's perspectives from

which we can deeply understand the emic views of their world'4.

While staying at the Karakuwa fishing community, I was particularly intrigued with

the local people's way of approaching key questions surrounding the rapid change in their

community and the question of how to deal with it. More than 80 % of my informants

frequently used words such as Risou (ideal) and Genjitsu (reality) when they explained their

perceptions. Therefore, the idea emerged that the ideal and the reality are important poles as a

kind of cultural and local way of thinking. It is a basis for acting and thinking in relation to

the problem of industrial change and the need to balance harmony with debate over the best

way forward. The local people directly categorized phenomena into two poles: reality and

ideal. In local terms, the reality is expressed as Genjitsu, and the ideal as Risou. They see their

world in accordance with on the one hand, as reality (Genjitsu) which includes the hard facts,

the economy or the "money" environmental problems and on the other hand, as ideal (Risou)

which includes local ecological balance and the traditional belief of kokoro (genuine feeling)

or kan (intuition).

" We can see complementarities between etic and emic in Chapter 5. That is indicated in the fact that
Mr. Hatakeyama sought a scientific explanation to present the local fishermen's ecological view. In
this analysis, however, I discuss details based on my ethnographic data that are emic representations of
the local fishermen.
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The cultural spectrum of the Genjitsu (Reality) and the Risou (Ideal) clearly demonstrates the

emic view of the people in the Karakuwa fishing community. Moreover, this cultural spectrum

is one of their creative ways to deal with the rapid changes occurring in society and to

negotiate between the traditional ways of life and modem changes in their lives. The

categorization Of the reality and ideal is a local attempt to deal with changes of

industrialization and globalization that have affected the lives, values, and environment of the

people in the Karakuwa community.

For instance, when people in the Karakuwa community face undesirable events such

as the ups and downs of fish market price, seawater pollution, or frictions in human

relationships, most of them place the troublesome events into the Genjitsu (reality) pole. This

pole also reflects the economic aspect of their lives. If someone has financial trouble, he or

she is considered as "facing the Genjitsu." I often heard the following phrases when people

talked about their Genjitsu; "Shikataga nai kotomo arusa," which means that one cannot help

what is going on. Another phrase that people often say: "Genjitsu wa kibishii," which means

that reality is severe. Many fishermen in Karakuwa view the seawater pollution as the Genjitsu

that they cannot help, but heave a deep sigh. Moreover, many people have a common facial

expression of the Genjitsu, in which people draw their eyebrow down, focusing their eyes

upon nowhere, and lift both edges of their lips slightly up. The facial expression is described

as "a severe look with a sad smile." Sometimes, the facial expression alone sends a strong
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signal to others indicating one's struggle with harsh reality. I often heard that people

gossiped about seeing someone having this so-called hard look and speculating about the

degree of his or her difficulty or suffering.

On the other hand, when Karakuwa people talk about their Risou (ideal), they usually

shake their heads and smile ironically; or, some of them burst into a laugh ridiculing about the

Risou event because it is too unrealistic for them. When the people say: "kumo no ue no

hanashi," ("It is a thing above cloud"), they talk about the Risou perspective. However, the

Risou is not only talked of ironically, but also in terms of hopes and dreams. These are

usually expressed as "I wish" sentences, in local terms: "Hontowane kou de attara iinoni" ("I

wish it could be so and so"). The local people think of their kokoro (genuine feeling) and their

kan (intuition) of traditional cultural concepts as Risou, the ideal. Most of them believe that

they are losing their kokoro and kan by exchanging their traditions for earning "money" that is

essential in order to survive in the modernized world and to enjoy the convenience of modern

technologies. Interestingly, if a person always states and focuses on his or her Risou (ideal)

perceptions, one's closest people, usually parents and elders in a family, reprove the person for

wasting excessive time and for taking the risk of heading in a wrong direction. There is a

typical phrase people often say to such individuals who are too idealistic: "Take a look at

reality now!" The local people seem to check their views by themselves and in relation to

each other so as to be balanced between reality and ideal states.

There are various ways in which the Karakuwa people utilize the Genjitsu-Risou

spectrum. Conceptually, placing themselves somewhere between the Genjitsu and the Risou,

local people try to seek a balanced perspective of their own, in which they can feel

comfortable about their opinions fitting into a 'normal' range between the two extremes. In

other words, by applying the ideal and reality spectrum to their own opinion, people check on

whether or not their own thinking is eccentric in comparison with the majority of the
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community. Many people in the Karakuwa community do not like to debate openly or

indicate explicitly their own positions on issues (to be clear about which 'side' one belongs to)

because they are afraid of the consequences of being at "odds" with the community. When

they are asked "Yes or No" questions, they usually respond as "both" or say; "It is difficult to

answer" with chuckle'5. In this way, the local people check themselves as being in a normal

range.

The local people also enjoy the subtle differentiation with others' perspectives that are

represented at various positions between the reality and the ideal. Once each individual feels

secure enough about being in the normal range, the one begins to look into the meticulous

details of the variations among the different opinions and perceptions of the others. For

example, most of my informants were equally well informed about the details of Mr.

Hatakeyama's reforestation activities, his personality and family, issues he has been dealing

with, and about what others think about him. Each of my informants at first talked about the

wide range of the different opinions and details of the others. After that, he or she revealed his

or her own opinion in comparison with the others' different perspectives. It was because the

local people had already done some homework of investigating the others' opinions by

gathering information from their own observations and casual conversations with the others.

Knowing that he or she has enough knowledge about issues in the community indicates the

one's acceptance of the various perspectives in the community, and it has some mollifying

effects on heated debates. Often people keep their mouth shut about a particular issue because

they know too much about the background information even to the personal details, which

would hurt someone in the community if the issue is revealed. Having secure feeling of being

' Japanese people tend to smile when they make small mistakes or when they cannot meet
expectations. The reason why they smile when they fall into awkward and humiliating situations is
because the smile indicates humility and depreciation of one's shortcomings and in humility. However,
when one makes serious mistakes, usually they do not smile (Nishimura 1992).
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in the normal range between the Genjitsu and Risou, the local people enjoy being well

versed in the issues in the community and comfortably explaining about their own opinion

without harshly criticizing the others.

Moreover, by using the cultural spectrum, the local people characterize the debates

their community is having. In addition, the people constantly check what sorts of things and

events are categorized as either Genjitsu or Risou. The categorization of the two poles relates

directly to the economy and environment debate in the community, which is mentioned in the

previous chapter. The local fishermen have been trying to find a compromise to the

environment-economy controversy through compartmentalization of the roles; they assign Mr.

Hatakeyama's activity to focus on the revitalization of the environment and culture, and the

local FCA to promote the economy of the community. Hence, the local people see Mr.

Hatakeyama' s activity as ideal (Risou) and FCA as reality (Genjitsu). Through the cultural

spectrum, the local people conceptually assign different roles to each organization to be able

to participate in both activities alternatively without indicating publicly their position on either

side of the economy or the environment. In this way, people in the community keep their

harmony and relationship with others. The local people prefer to settle the controversies with

"behind-the-scenes" maneuvering. In other words, the Risou and Genjitsu spectrum is used

for seeking a consensus among the members of the community and a multiple approach to

their problems without too much conflict.

The fishermen's reforestation movement and Mr. Hatakeyama include each of the

concepts of Risou and Genjitsu. The Risou context lies in a belief and a vision held by Mr.

Hatakeyama and his supporters in which forest and ocean are connected by an ecosystem

linkage, and in order to appreciate and to live harmoniously with the nature, humans need to

revive and develop their own sense of kan (insights and intuition).



The Genjitsu lies in the progress of the fishennen' s reforestation movements and

the actions taken by Mr. Hatakeyama and other enthusiasts of the movement. According to

my analysis, the significance of Mr. Hatakeyama' s reforestation activity is that he has been

trying to transform his Risou (ideal) vision of the ecosystem and a resurgence of traditional

knowledge into the Genjitus (reality) through his and other members' activities such as an

annual reforestation ceremony, and by publishing books and offering numerous lectures and

speeches throughout different regions in Japan. Mr. Hatakeyama has been trying to revitalize

the traditional nature and culture by incorporating them into the "reality," Genjitsu. It is

because the concept of the Genjitsu signifies a common truth that is a publicly familiar notion,

which is held by people for relatively long period. Therefore, Mr. Hatakeyama contacted a

scientist (Professor Matsunaga of the Hokkaido University, studying ocean chemistry) to seek

scientific validity for his ecosystem "ideal" vision in order to convince people that his vision is

not eccentric, but a proven scientific notion. By utilizing the scientific explanation, he has

translated his "ideal" vision into a more convincing form,'6 which is the Genjitsu (reality).

Moreover, Mr. Hatakeyama' s other attempt to transform his vision of the "ideal" into

the "reality" is to draw many people into his activities, especially children. Children are

regarded as the "hope for the future" (Hatakeyama 1999) and those children will carry their

learning from Mr. Hatakeyama to their own parents who in turn will inform others about the

ecosystem vision. People will remember the phrase, "Sea and Forest are Lovers," easily

because the phrase sounds poetic and interesting. Children and usage of metaphoric

16 Many people in Japan consider a science (kagaku) as Genjitsu, the reality. According to Matsushita,
the reason is that because the scientific approach has been highly valued by government and
intellectuals in Japan for construction of a modernized nation since the Meiji era in 1868, university
students and high government officials were encouraged to take a degree in science to contribute the
nation's industrialization (Matsushita 1999). Since those educated elites have bear scientific
knowledge, other laymen begun to believe anything that has to do with science has validity. Even
today, many people do not consider science as the Risou (ideal), even though many scientific studies
remain at a stage of hypothesis, not yet verified as "universal" law.



expression is crucial for continuing the reforestation movement's progress and converting

Risou (ideal) into Genjitsu (reality).

Another significant aspect of Mr. Hatakeyama' s reforestation movement lies in his

emphasis on "physical and sensual experience" to make people truly understand the cyclic

function of the ecosystem and the resurgence of the traditional knowledge of kan (insight).

One's actual experience is an effective means to convert the Risou (ideal) context into the

one's Genjitsu (reality). In other words, knowledge is inseparable from the actual physical

experience. Knowledge, which is highly valued by Mr. Hatakeyama and other fishermen, is

rarely definitive or cannot be specifically defined as a piece of information since the

knowledge is derived from one's sensual experience. This shows that indigenous knowledge,

which is grounded in oral tradition, is considered as ambiguous and difficult to identify.

Fishermen in the Karakuwa community attain their knowledge from their own sensual

experiences, not from "knowledge" in reading materials, which is "steeped in the essentialism

of written traditions" (Smith et al 2000:11). The process of understanding of the traditional

knowledge is attained through each individual's physical and mental sensations. Therefore,

the "experience" is the crucial way to convert the Risou (ideal) into the Genjitsu (reality).

Accordingly, reading books about Mr. Hatakeyama and gaining information through

the Internet are both indirect and insufficient ways to enhance true understandings about the

phenomena. The media such as telecommunication device and printing are incapable for one

to attain the traditional knowledge in comparison with actual sensual experience. Mr.

Hatakeyama and many local fishermen in the Karakuwa community told me: "Experience is

the true teacher." Learning from experience means a holistic learning that gains information

through visual sensation, hearing, smelling, tasting, and touching. The books and the

computers are unable to transmit the last three sensations.
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Contrary to the Mr. Hatakeyama' s ideas about the Genjitsu (reality) aspect of

his project, some regard Mr. Hatakeyama and his activity as completely idealistic, the Risou.

They want the movement to be a muraokoshi movement that aims for village economic

development because they think that the reforestation movement is unsuccessful in seeking

economic benefits.

The muraokoshi movement designates various efforts made by local people and

government officials for the revitalization of depressed village conditions such as young

people's migration to cities, aging populations, and economic decline. It also represents an

effort to promote the tourist industry. Villagers and travel agencies try to sell anything that

attracts urban people through the marketing and advertising of their local village life style and

indeed nature itself as a commodity. The idea of selling local nature is based on an

assumption that it will attract urban people who are tired of a city environment surrounded

with concrete buildings far away from nature. Also villagers expect their young people to stay

on their land and to look after aged parents by bringing service industries into a village so that

young people may have "cleaner and nicer" jobs compared to challenging fishery jobs.

Because of the prevalence of economic revitalization movement of the local declining village,

the fishers' reforestation movements are sometimes misinterpreted as one of them. Thus, the

Karakuwa community members often expect some rewards or economic benefits brought to

them. If the reforestation activity does not return economic benefits to the local fishery

communities, they consider the fishermen's revitalization movement as the Risou (ideal)

category and look at its longevity with suspicious minds.

The local revitalization of the muraokoshi movement in which people intend to seek

economic benefit promotes a superficial understanding of cultural identity and local

environment, totally different from Mr. Hatakeyama' s intention of his reforestation activities.

In the village muraokoshi activities, the local natural assets and cultural features are
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merchandized to be advertised and sold to urbanities. The use of indigenous identity as a

marketing tool may have adverse effects, in spite of good intentions. According to Smith,

such marketing can reinforce "negative stereotypes of a passive or subdued people, or

indigenous people as children of nature" (Smith et al 2000:14). In addition, it can fail to

recognize the richness, complexity, and diversity of the local society and culture. The

commodification of natural assets and cultural features such as arts and folk handicrafts are

easy ways (short cuts) for urbanities to appreciate shallowly local cultural knowledge and

identity. Those commodities are only symbolic representations of the local culture and

environment; therefore, the urbanities do not gain an actual experience that leads to true

understanding of what is actually going on in the local communities and of the local people's

philosophies and beliefs of their world.

The village muraokoshi revitalization movements promote fantasized images of local

culture to seek economic benefits by attracting tourists from cities. The advocates of the

muraokoshi movements attempt to reform and rearrange their original nature into fantasized

nature as by constructing amusement parks in the mountains in which native animals and

plants live. Therefore, it contrasts to Mr. Hatakeyama' s and his members' intentions of their

activities. In other words, the muraokoshi movement is the advocates' (most of the

community members') attempt to transform their Genjitsu (the severe reality of depopulation

and economic crisis) into the Risou (the local people's needs and dreams such as bringing

back their young people who left the village) through gaining economic benefits. On the other

hand, Mr. Hatakeyama does not "sell" anything that he intends to protect and to revitalize. In

addition, his emphasis on the physical and sensual experience also attempts to avoid a

fantasized notion of the ecologically connection between forest and ocean as well as of

traditional knowledge in general.
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Another transformation of the severe reality (Genjitsu) into ideal (Risou) is the

Karakuwa fishermen's categorization of their traditional skills into the "Risou" ideal pole.

This is because the fishermen's traditional skills are not applicable to the current situation that

is grounded on high technology. The traditional styles and knowledge are now regarded as

"ideal" to the local fishermen. They do not feel it is worthwhile to hold onto the traditional

ways, because the fishermen end up in earning less than those who utilize modernized fishing

gears. In the community, members lament that no one in the community is willing to inherit

the traditional skills nowadays. People in the community feel powerless that their traditional

knowledge and culture will be forgotten. I heard several times that the local people mumbled

the same phrase; "It is a flow of time that we cannot go against."

Based on Kalland and Asquith's model of a Japanese nature perspective introduced in

the literature review, I have expanded the model by applying some new terms to represent

local people's perspectives. Through the 'ideal' and 'reality' spectrum, the local people assess

and reassess their own opinions and comprehend what is going on in their community. In

other words, the local people have two visions of nature and position their own views

somewhere between or just on the two poles.

NATURE
IDEAL (Risou)

-cooked
-recreation fluxury
-comfortable / indoor
-traditional thoughts
-environmental ethics

REALITY (Genjitsu)
>

-raw / uncooked
-work / necessity

-uncomfortable/outdoor
-money / economy

-material/physical needs

Importantly, the cultural spectrum of Genjitsu and Risou explains the Japanese people's

enigmatic attitudes toward nature in general. Because the people always keep the two visions
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of nature simultaneously in their minds, they can be both enthusiasts of nature and

destroyers; both pro-environment and pro-economic at the same time. Through this cultural

spectrum, the people accept the ongoing changes and events in part of their woridview by

categorizing the social changes into the reality and ideal poles. Therefore, their view of nature

is expanded to signify the people's temporal acceptance of their current world. Their general

perspective on nature embraces the co-existence of the reality and ideal, the economy and the

ecological balance, and the people adjust their own perspective in between the two poles. This

explains the Japanese people's multifaceted cultural practices and their enigmatic attitudes

toward nature. This cultural stratgy extends into other areas of Japanese life. For example, in

present dayJapan, young Japanese couples usually celebrate their marriage at a Christian

church, worship various Shinto gods, and hold a funeral by following the Buddhist manner.

Without revealing their opinions publicly, the people have partially resolved the controversies

brought about by modernization by accepting the changes as a part of "nature" that consists of

the Genjitsu and Risou. Subsequently, they position their own opinion somewhere between

the two poles and try to find harmonious ways to deal with the controversy. That is one of

cultural ways to cope with the problems of their weakened traditions and changes.

People in the Karakuwa community tend to consider the hard and severe phenomena

such as economic conditions, money, material needs, and physical needs (i.e. appetite,

sexuality, sickness) as their reality (Genjitsu). On the other hand, concepts such as fantasized

thoughts, dreams, and traditional thoughts that reflect the "good old days" are all considered

as ideal (Risou). The significance of the spectrum of the "ideal' and the "reality" is that

people use the value spectrum as a continuum along which people can readjust their

perspectives as they position themselves between the two ends, sometimes taking different

positions overtime.
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Mr. Hatakeyama has been attempting to transform his ideal ecosystem vision into

a reality (Genjitsu) in which people regard Mr. Hatakeyama' s ecosystem vision as the

common truth. He is a "cultural activist," which Ginsburg defines as a person who tries to

convey their own messages or consciousness through various ways such as creating art forms,

writings, advertisement on streets, and so on. In addition, thorough using the various media,

the cultural activists attempt to sustain and strengthen their communities by transforming their

own cultural consciousness through "strategic conservatism" (Ginsburg 2000:30). The

cultural activists try to conserve their own culture.

Similarly, the Karakuwa community members utilize the value system of reality and

ideal rather passively (compared to the activists like Mr. Hatakeyama) as a coping skill to face

the unstable and severe reality of their lives. They face a dilemma caused by both the positive

and negative side of the modernization process in the post-war economic growth. The

problems such as depopulation of the community, increasing of the elder generation, decline

of the fishing industry, and sea pollution are all negative sides of the process. However,

people struggle to find some solution from the knowledge of their tradition by creating unique

ideas or practices that are suitable to the local situation. Incorporating with the Genjitsu-Risou

value spectrum, the local people consciously and sometimes unconsciously combine their

local knowledge with new ideas and technology, and they keep using their values as a guiding

light to find the way out of problems they have. In other words, in a society which has

experienced dramatic changes, many possibilities and hypotheses, which are synthesized from

the knowledge of the past and present, are available and ready to be utilized for a betterment

and survival of the society and the family.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

In the case of the Karakuwa community, under the effects of the nation's high

economic growth and globalization, local people have experienced major social problems---

people's growing feelings of insecurity and loss of cultural identity along with a loss of

productivity in their environment and ecosystem balances.

Cultural identity is usually accompanied by a sense of self-respect and it gives people

direction and meaning in life. The identity of the Karakuwa fishing community member is

rooted in their local cultural distinctiveness and knowledge, representing who they are and

their history. From laments stated by the local Karakuwa fishermen and their family members

about discarding their traditional values for the sake of fitting into contemporary fast growing

society, we can understand that losing cultural identity is a serious social problem for the

people. The local people's cultural values and identity as Karakuwa fishermen are deeply held

in their hearts; however, in this modernized society, they feel like "fish without water," which

means that they are left solely with their cultural identity and belief without a tangible part of

their cultural identity such as the ancestral fishing ground and forest. Therefore, changes in

technology (such as the introduction of synthetic fiber innon aquaculture production) and in

the environment (such as water pollution, sea desertification, and shoreline development

projects) cause cultural chaos to those who subsist on natural resources (i.e fishermen,

farmers, loggers etc.) because external changes push aside the native cultural beliefs and

knowledge by which people can start to redefine their cultural identity in order to adjust to

new conditions.

The dynamic way in which people have adjusted to competition for their resource

base itself demonstrates the local people's unique cultural adaptation and coping method to
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survive in a time of uncertainty. A conclusion drawn from the study of people in the

Karakuwa fishing community and the fishermen's reforestation movement is that the local

people already have developed the cultural coping method to confront the situation that they

have identified as their problem. In this study, the cultural coping method refers to the value

continuum of the local people's perspective, which is the Risou (ideal) and the Genjitsu

(reality) value spectrum. The people in the Karakuwa fishing community perceive their

context culturally by using the value spectrum that is composed of the Risou (ideal) pole and

the Genjitus (reality) pole. The value spectrum is also one of the local ways to cope with their

weakening traditional culture in a modem society through reinventing the past to adjust to the

present situation.

The local people use the continuum for redefining and categorizing the chaotic events

happening to the community since the post-war modernization. The significance of the

continuum lies in its flexibility and re-adjustability; that is, every member of the community

can access or participate in the casual discussions taking place everywhere in the community.

The local people talk about all aspect of the changes that they face by using the continuum as

an underlying framework for the conversations. Therefore, the content and value of the

continuum also changes through time. The value continuum itself does not mean imposing

any "fixed" concepts on the people, rather it always provides room for adjustment and

acceptance of diverse ideas among people. It is a completely different functional system

compared to the "fixed," "definitive," and "institutional" approaches of the laws and

regulations of the government and private organizations. These organizations tend to prioritize

"definitive" reasoning and budget issues when they solve problems, and they tend to treat the

diversity and flexibility of each individual's thinking as minor. The flexibility is, however, the

most important feature of the local cultural way of dealing with their problems. The local

people define and categorize the events repeatedly through conversing with others about what
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events are the reality (Genjitsu) or the ideal (Risou) at the time. In this way, the local

people gradually find their way out of their confusion or they find a compromise for the

betterment of their community. It is a holistic approach of dealing with these changes of

modernization and industrialization that include psychological issues, financial issues, cultural

identity issues, environmental issues and various personal issues.

This thinking process can be considered as a culturally unique "lens" through which

people see the world (Smith 1999). Using the value spectrum as a measurement or as a

cultural "lens," the local people have dealt with changes inflicted upon them such as ocean

pollution, the loss of ancestral fishing grounds, young people's migration into the city, and so

on. People put these "undesired" and "hard" events into a reality pole that makes people

identify what their real problems are and find a way out or a compromise. On the other hand,

people categorize things which have become useless and have lost their economic feasibility

into the ideal pole.

The fisherman's reforestation movement in Karakuwa is particularly unique local

response to the various social and environmental changes of a modernizing process in Japan.

The reforestation movement is considered as philosophically driven without returning much

profit, and thus many people categorize the activity as an ideal. In addition, due to a small

extent of the reforestation, many people in Karakuwa wonder about if the movement promises

positive results and improvements on their local coastal environment. However, the leader of

the reforestation movement, Mr. Hatakeyama, and other advocates of the movement have

attempted to transform the "ideal," which are their vision of the ecological connection of

forest and ocean and their revitalization of the traditional knowledge ofkan, into "reality."

The fishermen's reforestation movement is considered as culturally oriented due to its

emphasis on the revitalization of both traditional knowledge and environment; they have

chosen this rather than setting up a law suit or conducting direct protests toward modern
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industrial enthusiasm and the careless practices which have resulted in environmental

degradation.

Furthermore, the traditional knowledge associated with the traditional fishing

technology that depends entirely on fishermen's insights and ingeniousness is considered as

the "ideal" because few young people are willing to learn and to inherit such knowledge.

Another reason for seeing the traditional artisan fishing and knowledge as the "ideal" is the

fact that such traditions have become economically unfeasible and useless in a modem

automatized technology because fishers usually take a relatively long time to develop

traditional skills and knowledge of "kan" to be successful fishermen. Subsequently, only

relying on the traditional fishing style, fishers cannot keep up with the fast paced

contemporary capitalized economy to make their living. h addition, their knowledge of

traditional gear making is also diminished under pressure from the prevalence of modernized

fishing gear such as motorboats and synthetic fibers for aquaculture.

The Karakuwa people's cultural need for maintaining horizontal relationships and

practicing rituals to influence their catch and safety are both categorized into an ideal pole.

The local people have experienced and observed that their traditional concepts have been

losing ground due to changes in modes of productions from manual operation to automation.

They accept that the weakening traditional culture simply does not suit a contemporary society

that is affected by a globally intensive capitalistic economy.

To understand their cultural thinking process, it is very important to assess differences

in views among interest groups and individuals. By inquiring about what sorts of events and

information are categorized into the ideal or the reality by the people, a conceptual distance

between different groups, generally outsiders and insiders, may be shortened because both

parties can understand the unique cultural element and priorities that have already been

constructed in people's mind. To understand such a matrix of cultural understanding, it is also
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significant to inquire into the ambiguous nature of indigenous knowledge. The vagueness

in cultural properties is defined by Ellen as strictly local and "fluid, constantly changing, being

created as well as replicated, discovered as well as lost" (Ellen 2001:163). The knowledge is

always scanned through the cultural spectrum that is shared by the local people. It is even

interwoven into the existing institutions of the local area, for instance, in the local FCAs in

Japan. My attempt to comprehend indigenous knowledge of fishermen in the Karakuwa

community made me realize that further inquiry into the dynamic mechanisms of such

institutions (the FCAs, government, etc.) will deepen our comprehension of the indigenous

knowledge and its cultural adjustment to change.

In this study, I would rather not make any recommendations or suggestions because I

respect the local people's way of dealing with cultural identity problems and other troubles

caused by the effects of globalization and the nation's enthusiasm for economic growth. In

addition, I believe that ethnographic research for understanding different cultures is a powerful

and effective way to bring into full relief alternative knowledge systems and the enormous

diversity and flexibility in people's beliefs and practices. Therefore, I would rather avoid

making 'definitive' suggestions. I believe that it should be made by those individuals who

wish to apply the findings to their own situations. According to Kennedy, the significance lies

in the researcher's role "to produce and share the information, and receivers of the information

must determine whether or not it applies to their own situation" (Kennedy 1979:662).

Therefore, I am willing to distribute my thesis to the people in the Karakuwa community who

would like to read it, and I hope it can be a source of inspiration for them.
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APPENDiX

SEMI-STRUCTURED QUESTIONARE

Local Fishermen of the Karakuwa Fishing Community
(Members of the Karakuwa Fishery Cooperative Association, Mr. Hatakeyama)

1. How long have you been living as a fisherman? How many generations?
2. What are your special skills as a fisherman? What are you good at?
3. Do you recognize some changes in coastal sea environment? Is your answer based on

your experience or what you observe? If so, can you tell me what you have noticed?
4. Do you see any differences now compared to your childhood? if there are some

changes, then what is the cause?
5. What were your father or grandfather's opinions and values about the forest?
6. What are you actually going to do for your future?
7. Could you tell me about Uotsukirin (the forest which supports fish)? What kind of

function does it have? Why do we call it as "fish connected with forest"?
8. What is going to happen Japanese coastal fishery and communities?
9. Why do you invest your energy and time into reforestation activity, from which you

will not get immediate results? There is no scientific proof that the forest fosters
coastal environment, they why do you believe that forestation will help the fishery and
future generation?

10. Do you have any personally different opinion from the fishery cooperative you belong
to? If it is different, how do you deal with that? Have you ever been in any conflict
situation?

Executives of the Karakuwa FCA
1. What do you think of recent fishermen's reforestation movement?
2. How do you understand what they are doing?
3. Do you contribute to them?
4. Do you know any historical connection between fishing communities and forest?
5. What do you think of the connection between the forest and coastal environment?
6. How did you come to perceive this connection?
7. Why do you believe there is a connection?
8. How do you assess current forestry in Japan and its ecosystem?

Prefectural government fishery agency
1. How do you communicate with the local fishermen and advocates of reforestation

groups?
2. What do you think about putting political boundaries to manage ecosystem?
3. What do you think about transparency among different departments and agencies?
4. Are you familiar with coastal environment and flora and fauna?
5. How often do you go to see nature?
6. Have you learned about ecology in university or some other places?

Professor Matsunaga
1. Could you tell me about your study on the sea desertification phenomena?
2. How did you get to know each other with Mr. Hatakeyama? What did you think at

the first encounter with him?
3. What do you think about the Mr. Hatakeyama' s reforestation movement?
4. What do you think about future of the fishing community and environment? Do you

have any suggestions?




